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Abstract 
This thesis purports to give a systematic account of the work of U. Haagerup 
4], A. Connes and M. Hilsum [2, 9], H. Kosaki [12] and M. Terp [22] on non-
commutative LP spaces over a general von Neumann algebra, which generalize 
those ofI.E. Segal [15] and J. Dixmier [3] with reference to a semifinite algebra. 
This is especially fitting because von Neumann algebras can be regarded as non-
commutative generalization of classical (ordinary) measure spaces. Moreover, 
the different approaches of these authors are particularly interesting because the 
interaction they have with other areas of mathematics (within and outside of 
operator algebras): modular automorphism, crossed product, closed operators, 
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In recent decades, operator algebras in general, von Neumann algebras in 
particular, has emerged to become a very active and influential branch of math-
ematics. This is no accident, bacause by Gelfand's famous theorem, C*-algebras 
can be regarded as non-commutative generalization of topological spaces, and 
likewise, measure spaces are essentially abelian von Neumann algebras. So 
much so, it is thus natural and interesting to develop a non-commutative the-
ory of integration over von Neumann algebras. This chapter of von Neumann 
algebra theory began around 1953, when I.E. Segal and J. Dixmier indepen-
dently and almost concurrently published their versions [15, 3]. They differ 
in that while Segal's integrable elements are concrete operators in a Hilbert 
space, Dixmier's spaces are abstract completions. But they have one important 
feature in common: the underlying algebra is semifinite i.e. the algebra ad-
mits a faithful normal semifinite trace. This restricts its applicability because 
not all von Neumann algebras are semifinite. In the '50, the drawback is not 
serious because most known examples are semifinite, and non-semifinite ones 
are sort of pathological (to some at least). The situation changed greatly in 
the late 60's to 70's: a lot of type III (non-semifinite) von Neumann algebras 
were constructed/classified, and equally importantly, many important physical 
1 
models were seen to be (and in a very essential way) of type III. The call for a 
generalization of Segal's and Dixmier's work cannot be more vocal. 
The responses to the above-mentioned need are encouraging: without at-
tempting to be exhaustive, let us mentioned the contribution of U. Haagerup, 
A. Connes, M. Hilsum, H. Kosaki, M. Terp, and T. Masuda ([2], [4], [9], [11], [12], 
13], [22]). In this thesis, we will describe the work of Haagerup, Connes-Hilsum 
and Kosaki-Terp, resp. in chapter2, 3 and 4. The choice is made primarily 
because the diversity of their methodologies, and their interaction with other 




To fix our notation, and for the convenience of the reader, we collect in this 
short chapter some preliminaries on von Neumann algebras, which are particu-
larly relevant to this report. Our standard reference here are [10] and [21]; in 
particular, unexplained terminologies can be found there. 
1.1 Preliminaries on von-Neumann algebra 
Definition 1.1.1 [10] Let M be a complex Banach algebra. 
A mapping A h^ A* from M into M such that for any S, T G M and 
a, b G C we have 
1. {aS + bT)* = aS* + bT*, 
2. (ST)* = T*S*, 
3. {T*y = T, 
is called an involution on M. 
Definition 1.1.2 [10] A C*-algebra is a complex Banach algebra with a unit 
element I equipped with an involution and satisfies the additional condition 
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1 ||T*T|| � ||T||2 VT G M 
Definition 1.1.3 [10] Let H be a complex Hilhert space with inner product 
(I )，and let B{H) be the (usual) C*-algebra of all hounded linear operators on 
H. LetFu) be the family of linear Junctionals u^^y � B{H) ~> C defined hy 
^x,y{A) = {Ax\y) x,y G H, A e B{H), 
The weak topology on B{H) induced by F^ is called the weak operator topology. 
Definition 1.1.4 [10] A von-Neumann algebra is a C*-algehra M acting on a 
Hilhert Space H which is closed under the weak-operator topology and contains 
I, the identity element. 
Definition 1.1.5 [10] Let M be a C*-algebra. A linear functional cj) on M is 
said to be positive if ^{A) > 0 for each A in M+ (the positive part ofM). If， 
in addition, ¢{1) = 1，then 4> is called a state. 
Definition 1.1.6 [10] A state cj) on a C*-algebra M is said to be faithful if 
^{A) = 0 ( A e M^) implies that A = 0. 
Definition 1.1.7 [10] Let 0 be a state on the von-Neumann algebra M. 
Iffor every monotone increasing net {Aa} of operators in M with least upper 
hounded A, (f>{Aa) ^ 4>{^)，then 4> is said to be normal 
Definition 1.1.8 [10] Let M be a von Neumann algebra, a mapping 4> from 
M+ of into [0, oo] satisying 
1. 0(A + B) = ^{A) + (|){B), A,B G M+, 
2. ^{rA) = r^{A) r > 0, A e M+, 
is called a weight. 
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Notation 
n^ = {A : A e M, ^{A*A) < 00} 
m0 二 n*^n^ 
=Span{A : A G M+ ^(A) < 00} 
N^ = {A : A G M, 4>{A*A) = 0} 
Definition 1.1.9 [10] Let 4> be a weight on a von-Neumann algebra M. 
1. We call it faithful if N^ = (0). 
2. We say that 4> is semifinite when m^ is weak-opertor dense in M. 
3. If there exists a family {0«} of positive normal functional ¢>a on M such 
that for each A in M+ : 
<I>{A) = E ‘ ( A ) , 
a 
then we say that cj) is normal 
Note that on any von Neumann algebra, there exists a faithful semifinite 
weight. 
Definition 1.1.10 Let M be a von Neumann algebra with center C. A linear 
mapping r : M ~> C such that 
1. r{AB) = T[BA) \/A,B e M; 
2. r{C) = C VC € C; 
3. r{A) > 0 if A e M and A > 0， 
is called a centre-valued trace ofM. 
Definition 1.1.11 [10] Let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert 
space H, and T be a closed densely defined opeator in H. T is affiliated with M 
iffor every unitary operator U commuting with M we have U*TU = T . 
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1.2 Modular theory 
The material in this section is borrowed from [21]. We will only sketch some 
important ideas of the theory and state some useful results here. Throughout 
this section, let M denote a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert Space H. 
Definition 1.2.1 [21] A left Hilbert algebra is an involutive algebra A over C； 
with involution So : f G A ~> f" G A , which admits an inner product ( | ) 
satisfying: 
1. each fixed f G A gives rise to a hounded operator 7T/ (^) : rj G A ^ 
^r] G A by left multiplication; 
2 - [ � I 0 = (rj 100 ； 
3. the involution is preclosed; 
4- the subalgebra linearly spanned by all possible products ^rj, f , r] G A, is 
dense in A with respect to the inner product. 
From now on, we will consider a fixed left algebra A with involution S^ and 
its completion %. 
Note From the above four conditions, we have the following observation. 
1. From condition (1)，we know that the map 7T/ : f G A ^ 7T/((f) e 
C{H) is a *-representation. 
2. The von Neumann algebra 1Zi{A) generated by 7Ti{A) is non-
degenerate, by condition (4)，and we called it the left von Neumann 
algebra. 
3. By condition (3)，So is preclosed and its closure will be denoted by 
S with the domain D^. 
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On D^ we define a new inner product and norm as follows: 
( f h ) f l = U\r]) + ( 御 丨 兴 ) ， “ ^ 抄 
iieib = \/丨旧丨2 + | 附 
Lemma 1.2.2 [21] 
1. S = s-K 
2. There exists an antilinear densely defined closed operator F with domain 
D^ such that 
(a) D^ = {r] e n : i G D^ ^ {r] | S^) is bounded }, 
(b) {S^ I rj) = {Frj | 0 , i G D^ V ^ 沙 . 
3. F == F-i. 
4- Define A 二 FS，then it is a linear positive self-adjoint operator and the 
domain of A^/^ denoted by D{A^^^) is exactly D^. 
5. There exists an antilinear isometry J of % onto itself such that 
(a) {J^ I Jv) = {v\0, tv e n, 
(b) J = J-i orequivalently J^ = 1， 
(c) JAJ - A"S 
(d) S = JA"2 = A-"2j， 
(e) F = JA-"2 = A^2 j . 
6. J and A are uniquely determined by conditions (a) to (e) in (5) and 
举 1 / 2 ) = DK 
Definition 1.2.3 [21] The modular operator, resp. modular conjugation, ofthe 
left Hilbert algebra A is A, resp. J, defined in the above lemma. 
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Definition 1.2.4 [21] Let A be a left Hilhert algebra. It is said to be full if 
y^ — y^ 
The following theorem is a very important result. 
Theorem 1.2.5 [21] Let A be a lft Hilbert algebra, then 
1. 
jni{A)j = ni{A)' 
JMA)'J = ni{A) 
i^ 'n i {A ) /\ - ' ' = n i { A ) , vt G R 
A^TiiXAyA-^ = 7¾(^ )', yt e R 
2. {A^^ : t 6 M} is a one parameter automorphism group on both A! and 
^". On the other hand, the modular conjugation J maps ^" (resp. A') 
onto A! (resp. A^^) anti-isomorphically in the sense that 
j m = j(v) m ， h e � � �. 
Notation Let S = {z e C : 0 < Im z < 1 } . 
Definition 1.2.6 [21] Let A be a C*-algebra, {at : t e E } be a one param-
eter automorphism group of A and cp be a normal faithful semifinite weight on 
A. Then ip is said to satisfy the modular condition for {at} if 
1. (p = (f o at, W G R， 
2. For each pair x, y in n^p n n*�，there exists a bounded continuous fucntion 
Fx,y on S and analytic in the interior such that 
Fx,y{t) = (p{cTt{x)y) and F^,^(t + i) = (p{yat{x)), t e R. 
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Theorem 1.2.7 [21] Let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on the Hilbert 
space H with a normal faithful semifinite weight cp. Then there is a unique one 
parameter automorphism group {at) of M such that (p satisfies the modular 
condition. It is called the modular automorphism group associated with ^p and 
denoted by {af } . 
Corollary 1.2.8 [21] Let M, N be von Neumann algebras and 7v is an isomor-
phism from M onto N. Let ^ be a normal faithful semifinite weight on N. 
Then 
ap^ = TT-I o of o 7T, Vt G M. 
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Chapter 2 
Abstract LP Spaces 
In this chapter, we will first develop some background knowledge and then 
present Haagerup's theory of abstract U spaces associated with a von-Neumann 
algebra. Much of the material is borrowed from [23] which is unpublished. 
2.1 Preliminaries on dual action, dual weights 
and extended positive part 
In this section, we will introduce the definition of the cross product [5, 6] and ex-
tended positive part [7，8] of a von Neumann algebra and derive some properties 
which help us to construct the L^ spaces in the next section. 
Througout the section, 
let M be a von-Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H, 
(p a normal faithful semi-finite weight on M, and 
af , t G M the modular automorphism group associated with (p 
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Then 
G : R — Aut{M) 
t ^ af 
is a continuous homomorphism of R into Aut{M) equipped with the topology 
of pointwise weak convergence, 
i.e. cr is an action of R on M. 
On the Hilbert Space L^(M, H), define a faithful, normal representation n of M 
and a representation A of E by 
(7r(x)0(t) = (J^-t{oc)^{t) Vo; G M, t e R 
(A(t)0(5) = ^{s - t) s,^GE, e e L\R, H) 
Then 7r o cr,�x) = A(t)7r(a;)A(t)*， x G M, t € R. 
Definition 2.1.1 [19] The von-Neumann algebra generated by 7r(M) and A(M) 
on L^(R, H) is called the crossed product ofM by a, denoted by M x^ E. 
Note that the crossed product is, up to isomorphism, independent of the choice 
of if . 
Hereafter, let N = M x^ - M (unless otherwise explicitly mentioned), and we 
identify M with 7r(M) C N. 
On L^(R,i^), we define 
(" (p)0(5) 二 < s , p > i { s ) 
where p G S , the dual group of R, s G R, ^ G L^{R, H) 
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y^ 
If we identify R with M, we have 
("(p)0(s) = e-'^'^[s) p, s G M, e G L2(R，H) 
Then, fi is a representation of R on L^(E, H). 
This |j, induces an action 0 of R in N: 
9p{x) = ijL{p)xfj.{p)* X G N, p e R; 
9 is called the dual action. 
Note that 6g, s G R, are automorphisms of N characterized by 
( 
6sX = X X G M 
< 
OsX{t) = e-''*X{t) t e R 
\ 
So, M C {y e N : OsV = y, \/s e E}. 
Actually, M = {y e N : OsV = y, Vs G R } . 
Definition 2.1.2 [7] Let M be a von-Neumann algebra with M* as its preduaL 
A generalized positive operator affiliated with M is a map m : M+ ^ [o, 00 
such that 
1. m(A0) = Xm{(j)) = A > 0, 0 G M+ 
2. m((/> + V^) = m{4>) + m{%l)) M^, ^ e M+ 
3. m is lower semicontinuous 
The set of all such m, denoted by M+ ，is called the extended positive part 
ofM 
The following will define the operations in M+. 
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Definition 2.1.3 [7]Letm,n G M+, a G M and A > 0. We define 
Am, m + n, a*ma by 
(Am) (0 ) = Am((^), 0 G M+ 
(m + n)(0) = m{^) + ,n(0), ^ G M+ 
{a*ma) {¢) = m{ a^a*), 0 G M+ 
Theorem 2.1.4 [7] Each m G M+ has a unique spectral resolution of the 
form 
noo 
m(0) = / A d^[ex) + o o 0 ( p ) ,办 G M : 
Jo 
where (eA)Ae[o,oo[ is an increasing family ofprojections in M, such that X H~> ex 
is strongly ontinuous from the right, and p 二 1 — liniA^oo ^x . 
For the proof, please refer to [7 . 
Proposition 2.1.5 [7] Any normal weight 小 on M has a unique extension to 
M+，also dentoed by 4>, such that 
1. ^>(Am) = X(j){m) m G M+, A > 0 
2. 4>[m + n) = 0(m) + 0(n) m, n e M+ 
3. rrii y^ m => ^{rrii) Z ¢{^^) 
where rrii /^ m means cu{mi) y^ cj(m) Vo; G M+. 
The proof of this proposition can be found in [7 
Definition 2.1.6 [7] Let M and N be two von-Neumann algebras such that 
N D M. An operator-valued weight from N to M is a map T : N+ ~> M+ 
satisfying 
1. T{Xx) = XT{x) X > 0 , X G N+ 
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忍.T{x + y) = T{x) + T{y) x, y G N+ 
3. T{a*xa) = a* T{x) a x e N+, a e M 
Moreover, T is normal if 
4. Xi /^ X =^ T{xi) /^ T{x) Xi, X e N+ 
Notation 
1. riT = {x e N : WT{x*x)W < 00} 
2. rriT = n^riT = {x*y : x, y G nj^} 
Note that 
1. rriT = Span{x G N+ : ||T(x)|| < 00} 
2. ruT, riT are two-sided module over N. 
Lemma 2.1.7 [8, 23] If we define 
Tx = [ 9s{x)ds \/x G iV+ (2.1) 
JR 
then : 
1. T is a normal faithful semi-finite weight from N to M. 
2. There is a unique normal faithful semi-finite trace r on N such that 
{DipoT : Dr)t = X{t), t e R (2.2) 
3. The trace r satisfies 
T 0 0: = e—V, s e E (2.3) 
Proof Straight forward; see [23] if necessary. 
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Definition 2.1.8 [19, 23] For each normal weight ^ on M, put 
(f> = (p o T 
where (p is the unique extension of (p to M+ as in Proposition 2.1.5. 
Then <f is a normal weight on N and it is called the dual weight of (p. 
Note 
1. ^p 0 Os = ^ 
2. If ^ is normal faithful semi-finite weights, then so is ^. 
Theorem 2.1.9 [19, 7] 
1. af{x) = af{x) Vx G M, Vt G M 
2. {D^ : D^)t = {D^ : Di;)t yt e R 
The detail of the proof can be found in [7, 19 
Lemma 2.1.10 [7, 23] 
1. The mapping (p ^^ ^p is a bijection of the set of all normal semifinite 
weights on M onto the set of normal semifinite weights ^ on N staisfying 
^ o 9s = i； Ms G E (2.4) 
2. For all normal weights ^ and ^ on M and all x G M, we have 
a. �ip + ii)�=运 + 成 
b. {x . (fi . x*)^ = X . ^. x*, 
c. supp^p = suppip. 
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Please refer to [23] for the proof of this lemma. 
For a normal faithful semifinite trace r on N, we define 
r{x . y) == T(rr;"2ya:i/2) forx, y G N+ 
Then r{x • y) = r{y • x) 
Proposition 2.1.11 [7] Let r be a normal faithful semifinite trace on a von 
Neumann algebra M. 
« ^ - ^  
The map {x^ y) n^ r{x • y) has a unique extension to M+ x M+ such that 
1. r{x . y) 二 r{y • x) oc, y G M+ 
2. T is homogeneous and additive in both variables 
3. It Xi /^ X and yj Z y, then r{xi • yj) /^ r{x • y) 
where Xi and yj are increasing nets on M+. 
4- r{{axa*) . y) = r{x . {a*ya)) x, y G M+, a e M 
Proof Please refer to [7 
Lemma 2.1.12 [8，23] Let r be as in 2.1.7 
1. The mapping h h^ r(/i-) is a bijection ofN+ onto the set of normal weights 
on N. In particular, it is a bijection of the positive self-adjoint opeators 
affiliated with N onto the normal semifinite weights on N. 
2. For all h, k € iV+ and all x 6 N, we have 
a. T{{h+k) . ) = T(h . )+r(k . ) 
b. r((x . h . x*) . ) = X . T(h . ) . x* 
c. suppr{h-) 二 sujyph 
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Here, hA~k，x • h • x* denote the operations in N+ defined in definition 2.1.3. 
For the proof, please refer to [7 . 
Definition 2.1.13 [23] For each normal weight (pon M we define h^ as the 
unique element ofN+ given by 
^ = r(h^ • ) (2.5) 
Proposition 2.1.14 [23] 
1. The mapping (p ^^ h<^ is a bijection of the set of all normal semifintie 
weights on M onto the set of all positive self-adjoint operators h affiliated 
with N satisfying 
Osh = e ' ' h , V5 G R (2.6) 
here Og denotes the uniquely extended automorphism of N+ . 
2. For all normal weights (p and ^ on M and all x E M, we have 
o>- h^p+冲=h^^h^ 
\) m X^'Cp*CC* ^ * hf{^ * 00 
c. supp h^p 二 supp(f 
Proof For all s E R, we have 
r{e^es{h) . ) =eS(To0s)(h0_s(.)) 
=•-“.)） 
-r{h . ) o 6U 
whence 
e'6s{h) = h <^ r{e'e,{h) • ) = r{h .) 
<l^  r{h . ) = r{h . ) o G_s 
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So, the equivalence of eqaution 2.6 and 
T(h . ) = r(h . ) o 6U Vs G M 
follows. 
The remain of the result follows from lemma 2.1.10 and lemma 2.1.12 im-
mediately. 
Lemma 2.1.15 [23] Let (p be a normal semifinite weight on M. Then for all 
7 G R+; we have 
r{Xh,oo[(K)) 二 % ( 1 ) 
Proof First assume that 7 = 1. 
Then for each s G M we have 
0s ( � i X]i,oo[(M = e' h'^ X]i,oo[(^''K) 
Let h^ = f A dex be the spectral decomposition of h^. Then for any unit vector 
¢, we have 
< fm ^ s {h-^ X]hoo[(K) )ds , A’e > = fj^ < es h;i X]i,oo[(e"'/i^)), cj^,^ > ds 
= f m f]o,oc[ e'A-'x]i,oo[(e~'^) ^(^x^lO^^ 
= iio,oo[^-Mii_oo,IogA[^^^^)^(^A^|e) 
= i i o , o o [ A - l A ^ A f | 0 
二 I (supph^)^||^ 
so 





r{X]i,M) = r{h'J' {h-'x]iMiK) h'J') 
=^{h'^]i,oo[(K) 
=^{ J Os{h-^X]i,oo[(K))^^) 
= ( p {supp (f) 
=^(1) 
which settle the case 7 = 1 . In general, write 7 = e ,^ s G E, then 
r{X]e^oo[{h^)) = r{x]i,oo[{e''h^)) 
= r { e s { x ] i , o o [ i K ) ) ) 
=e-'r{x]i,oo[(^^)) 
= e " V ( l ) 
Corollary 2.1.16 Let (p be a normal semifinite weight on M. Then h^ is r-
measurable if and only if ip G M*. [For the definition of r-measurable operator, 
cf. definition 2.2.3 below.] 
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2.2 Abstract L^  spaces associated with von-Neumann 
algebras 
Throughout this section, let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert 
space H, 
(f a normal faithful semifinite weight on M, r be the trace on N satisfying 
equation 2.2, and M the set of all closed densely defined operators affiliated 
with M [cf. definition 1.1.11 . 
Definition 2.2.1 [23] Let E be a subspace ofH. Iffor all S G M_|_，there exists 
a projection p G M such that 
pH C E and r{l-p) < S, 
then we say that E is r-dense in H. 
Definition 2.2.2 [23，14, 16] An operator a G M is called r-measurahle if 
the domain D{a) of a is r-dense. Denoted by M the set of all r-measurahle 
operators. 
Definition 2.2.3 [23] Let e, S e M+ . Denoted by D{e，6) the set of all oper-
ators a affiliated with M such that there exists a projection p in M satisfying 
1. pH C D{a) (domain ofa ) and ||ap|| < e ； 
2. r ( l - p) < 6 . 
Notation For any e , 5 G R^_，put 
iV(e, S) = L>(e, S) n i^. 
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We denote by N the set of all r-measurable closed densely defined operators 
affiliated with N. In [23], it is shown that N is a topological *-algebra with 
respect to strong sum and product (i.e. the closure of ordinary sum, resp. 
product, cf. [15])�and the vector topology with N{e, 6), e , 6 G R+ , as its local 
base. 
y*w -^w 
We denote by A/"+the subset of all positive self-adjoint elements of N. 
Recall that the 9s, s G R, extend to continuous *-automorphisms still de-
y"W 
noted 6s of N. We have 
Os{N{e, J)) = iV(e, e"M) Vs G R, Ve, 6 G R^. (2.7) 
Theorem 2.2.4 [23] 
1. The mapping ^ i~> h^ on M^ (cf. Proposition 2.1.14 ) extends to 
a linear bijection, still denoted by (p n^ /i^ of M* onto the subspace 
{h e N I 9sh = e-'h} ofN. 
2. For all (p 6 M* and x, y G M, we have 
hx.ip.y* = xh^y*and h^* — /i* 
3. Ifip = u\(^\ is the polar decomposition of (p, then h = uh\^\ 
The proof of this theorem which will not be given here, depends mainly on 
proposition 2.1.14 and one more lemma. The details can be found in [23 . 
Definition 2.2.5 For each p G [l，oo]，we let 
LP{M) = {a e N I 6U 二 e_siPa Ms G R} 
Note that LP{M) are linear subspaces of N and that they are linearly spanned 
by their positive parts i7'(M)+ = L^(M) n i^+. 
It follows from theorem 2.2.4 that L^(M) ^ M,. 
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Proposition 2.2.6 [23] We have L^ 二 M. 
Proo f First of all we claim that every a G L°°{M) is bounded. 
Let a e L^{M). Then a is in N and 
9sa = a Vs G M. 
We have for all s G M and all A E Rf : 
r(x]A,oo[(|a|)) = r(x]A,oo[(<^s|a|))) 
=r(6>,(x]A,oo[(kl))) 
=e"'r(x]A,oo[(|a|)) 
Hence for all A G R f , 
T(x]A,oo[(|a|)) = 0 or r(x]A,oo[(|a|)) = 00 
Since a is r-measurable, we have r (x]A,oo[(M)) < 00 for some A. Then by the 
faithfulness of r, we have x]A,oo[(M) = 0. Hence a is bounded. 
As M 二 {y e N : 9sV 二 y, V5 6 R } , the result follows. 
Proposition 2.2.7 [23] Let a be a closed densely defined operator affiliated 
witn N with polar decomposition a = u\a\. Let p G [1, oo[. Then 
a e LP{M) if and only if u G M and |a|^  e L\M) 
Proo f Let a = u \a\ be the polar decomposition of a. 
First note that for all A € R+，we have 
r(X]A,oo[ (|a|)) = r(x]AP,oo[(|ar)) 
>*>^  >>w y*.^  
Therefore, \a\ G N if and only if |a|^  G N. Hence a e N if and only if 
a\P G N. 
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For a e N，and for all s e M，we have 
9sa 二 e_s|Pa ^ OgU = u and Os\af = e"^ |a| .^ 
The desired conclusion then follows. 
Definition 2.2.8 [23] We define a linear functional tr on L^{M) by 
tr{h^) = cp(l), cp G M*. 
Note that 
tr{\h^\) = tr{h\^\) 二 |(^ |(1) = |M| (2.8) 
for all (f e M*. This implies that 
tr{a)l < tr{\a\) (2.9) 
for all a G L^{M) and that the mapping a n^ tr(|a|) is a norm on L^{M). 
Definition 2.2.9 [23] Letpe [l,oo[. Then we define || • \\p on LP{M) by 
||a||p - tr{\a\Py^P, a e U\M). 
For p = oo ，we put 
|a||oo = ||a{|, a e L^{M) 
We shall see that for all p, || . \\p is norm on LP{M) in the next section. 
Proposition 2.2.10 [23] The mapping 
(p ^  h^ ： M* — L^{M) 
is an isometry of M* onto L^ {M). 
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Proof This proposition is follows simply from equation 2.9. 
Lemma 2.2.11 [23] Let p G [1, oo[ and e, S G R+. We have 
N{e,S)nLP{M) = {a G L^(M) | ||a||p < e J " ” . 
Proof Suppose a e i 7 (M) . Then by proposition 2.2.7, \a\P G L\M)+ and 
hence |a|^  = h^ for some (p G M^. Now consider the following 
r(X]6,oo[(|a|)) = r(x]eP,oo[(|ar)) 
二 ^ (f{l) by Lemma 2.1.15 
= ^ t ^ ( K ) 
=i|||anii 
eP 
--||a||^ . eP P 
Hence we have 
a G N{e,8) ^ |a| e N{e,6) 
分 T(x]e,oo[(|a|)) < 6 
<^  -||a||J < (^  
£P P — 
分 ||a||p < 肿. 
Therefore, the result follows. 
Corollary 2.2.12 On L^{M) the norm topology is exactly the topology indeced 
y^ 
from N . 
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2.3 LP{M) is a Banach space for p G [1，00 
Notation We dentoe hy C+ the closed half-plane {a G C | Re a > 0} and 
by C° the corresponding open half-plane. 
Notation We denote by S the closed complex strip {a G C | 0 < Rea < 1} 
and by S^ the corresponding open strip. 
In order to establish the main result in this chapter, i.e. to show that L^(M) 
is a Banach space for all real number p G (1, oo)，we need the following lemmas, 
some of them will be stated without proof which can be found in [23] if necessary. 
<">w 
Lemma 2.3.1 [23] Let h G N+. Then the mapping 
a ^ h^ : Rl ~> N 
is differentiable. 
Lemma 2.3.2 [23]Leth,k e L^{M)+. Then for a e S^ we have 
h^ k^-^ e L\M), 
and the mapping 
a K> h^ k"-^ ： 5^ 0 ~> L\M) (2.10) 
is analytic. 
Proof First notice that Vs G R we have 
6s {h^ k'-^) = {Oshr {6sky-^ 
=e'^' h^ e-(i-a)s A;i-a 
二 e_s h^ ki-a . 
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Then /i" k^'^ G L^{M) according to definition 2.2.5. 
>>-w 
Claim: the mapping (2.10) is difFerentiable as a mapping into N. 
Let f,g : 5° ~> N be functions defined on 5° by f(a) = h^ and 
g{a) = A;i-a . Then by the preceedding lemma, they are differentiable. 
For all ao G 5® we have 
^^{f{a)g{a) - f{ao)g{ao)) 
= ^J{a){g{a)-g{ao)) + 六 ( / ( … - / ( � ) " ( � 
—f{ao)g'{ao) + f{ao)g{ao) as a ~^ ao 
so that f • g : s° ^ N is differentiable, the claim is established. 
By Corollary 2.2.12, the result follows. 
Lemma 2.3.3 [23] Let t e R and put 
Ni/2+it = {a € N\Osa = e_(i /2+^a Vs G R} (2.11) 
Let a,h € i^1/2+it. Then b*a, ah* G L^(M) and 
tr{b*a) 二 triab*) (2.12) 
Proof Let a, b G iV1/2+it • The fact that b*a and ab* in L^{M) follows simply 
from the definition of L^ and the definition of N1/2+u . 
Suppose a 二 b ，and let a = uh be the polar decomposition of a. Then 
X]i,oo[(aa*) = ux]i,oo[{a*a)u*, 
u*ux]i,oo[{cL*a) = X]i ,oo[(a*a)， 
so that r(x]i,oo[(a*a)) = r(x]i,oo[(aa*)) 
and tr{a*a) = r(x]i,oo[(c^*tt)) by definition 2.2.8 
=T(x]i,oo[(aa*)) 
=tr{aa*). by definition 2.2.8 
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In general, note that a + ib G N1/2^n and 
1 3 
b*a = - ^ z ^ (a + 2^6)*(a + 2^ 
A ; = 0 
1 3 
ab* = - ^i^ {a + i^b){a + i^b)*. 
k=0 
Then by the linearity of tr, the result follows. 
Proposition 2.3.4 [23] Let p, q G [l,oo] with ^ + 念 = 1 . Let a G L^(M) 
and b G L^{M) . Then ab, ha G L^{M) and 
tr{ab) = tr{ba). 
Proof It is easily seen that ab, ba E L^ {M). 
For p = 1，or p = 00, let a G L^ {M), then a = h^ for some (p e M* 
and 
tr{ab) = tr{h^b) � tr(h—) = {^-b){l) � {b-(p){l) = tr{K^) = tr{ha). 
For p e ]1, oo[, without lost of generality, we assume that a e L^(M)+ and 
b e L^{M)+ . Then by proposition 2.2.7, we have aP, W G L^(M)+ . 
We define the funtion F and G on 5^ by 
F{a) = t r ( a P 1 ^ - W ) and G{a) = tr{h^^^-^^oF^) 
Then by lemma 2.3.2, F, G are analytic. 
Claim: F = G. 
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First note that a^(^2+it)，^(i/2-it) ^ }^聘议.Then 
F ( l / 2 + it) = k ( a P ( i / 2 + ^ 6 ^ 2 - i O ) 
= � � ( 0 � / 2 + � ( 6 � / 2 + � ) * ) 
=#((6W/2+^)*a^^2+it)) 
= f r ( 6 " / 2 - ^ a P ( i / 2 + ^ ) 
=G{l/2^it) 
Hence, F = G. 
In particular, 
tr{ab) 二 F{l/p) = G{l/p) = tr{ba). 
Lemma 2.3.5 [23] Let /i, k G V-{M)^ and suppose that ||/i||i = ||A:||i = 1. 
Then for all a G S^, we have 
| | " f 1 i < 1 
The proof of this lemma is based on the Three Lines Theorem [25]; for details 
please refer to [23 . 
Theorem 2.3.6 (Holder's Inequality) [23]Letp,q G [l,oo] with ^ + ^ = 
1. Let a e LP{M) and b e L^{M). Then 
\cib\\i < \\a\\p ||6||g. 
Proof: For p = 1 or p = oo, the result is easy. Let a G L^ (M) , and 
b e L°° (M), then a = h^ for some (p e M* and 
|a6||i = ||/i(^ .6||i = tr{\h^.b) = \\(p • b\\ < ||9?|| ||6||oo = ||a||i ||6||oo • 
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For p, q G]1, oo[ ，assume ||a||p = 1，||6||g = 1. Let a � i^ |a| be the polar 
decomposition of a and b 二 \b*\v be the right polar decomposition of b. Then 
by proposition 2.2.7, |a|P, |6*|^  G L^{M) and both with norm 1，by lemma 
2.3.5: 
I ab ||i = II u\a\ \b*\v ||i 
< |||a||&1||i 
= I � 0 | � & * | � | 1 
< 1 
So, the desired result follows. 
Proposition 2.3.7 [23] Let p, q € [l,oo] with ^ + ^ = 1. Let a e LP{M) 
.Then 
|a||p = sup{|tr(a6)| | b G L^(M), \\b\\q < 1}. 
Corollary 2.3.8 [23] || . \\p is a norm on L^(M). 
Proposition 2.3.9 [23] On L^(M) ，the norm topology is exactly the topology 
induced form N . 
It follows simply from proposition 2.2.11 and corollary 2.3.8. 
Corollary 2.3.10 [23]{LP{M), || . ||p) is a Banach space. 
Remarks 2.3.11 It can be shown [23] that ( L ^ { M ) , || . ||2) is a Hilbert space 
with the inner product 
(a|6)jT2(M) = tr{h*a), a,b e L^{M) 
and that the (classical) Clarkson，s inequality holds. Hence U{M), 2 < p < 
00，is uniformly convex and relexive. 
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Theorem 2.3.12 [23] Let p G [l,oo[ and ^ + 念 = 1 . 
1. Let a G L^{M). Then (pa defined by 
(Az(6) - tr{ab)， b e U[M)， 
is a hounded linear functional on U[M). 
2. The mapping a n^ (pa is an isometric isomorphism of U{M) onto the 
dual Banach space of LP{M). 
Proof Proposition 2.3.7 shows that a G U{M) n^ (/?« ^ U[M)* is an 
isometry into a subspace of LP{M)*. Since L^{M) is complete, this subspace is 
closed. It follows that it is w*-dense in 7/(M)*. 
Note that the space U{M) is reflexive for p > 2 and so is LP{M)*. Hence, 
u;*-closure of the subspace U{M) is equal to its norm closure. So, L ^ ( M ) = 
U[M)* . 
For p < 2 , then q > 2. Hence by the first part of proof, L^(M) ^ 
L^{M)*. Therefore, L^(M)* ^ L^{M)** ^ L^{M). 
Proposition 2.3.13 [23] Let p, q G [l,oo] with ^ + ^ = 1 . Let a G L^{M) 
.Then a > 0 if and only if 
V6 e LP{M)+ : tr{ab) > 0. (2.13) 
Proof For p, q G {1, 00} , the result is well-known. 
Suppose that p, q G]l,oo[ and let a G L^{M)+ , thenfor all b G L^(M)+ , a^^^ba^^^ e 
Z/i(M) n N+ = L^{M)+ and we have 
tr{ab) = tr�o}�”��=tr(a'/'ba'/') > 0. 
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Conversely, suppose that a e L^{M) satisfies equation 2.13. Note that 
V6 G LP{M)+ 
tr{ah) = tr{ab) = tr{{ab)*) = tr{ba*) = tr{a*b)， 
therefore, a = a* . 
Ifwe put a+ � ^ , a- 二 ^ ^ G L^(M)+. Then a = a+ — a_ and 
a+a_ � 0. Let b = a^l^. Then b G L^(M)+ so that tr{ab) > 0 . Finally, 
tr{ab) = tr(a+b) — tr{a-b) = -tr[a_b) = -tr{aVj. 
Hence, tr[aL) = 0 implies a_ = 0 and a — a+ G L^{M)+ . 
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2.4 Independence of the choice of p^ 
The construction of the LP space described in section 2.2 above seems to be 
dependent on the choice of normal faithful semifinite weight (f. However, it 
does not. We are going to demonstrate this by showing that the L^{M) spaces 
constructed with different weights are isometrically isomorphic to each other. 
Let (po and (pi be normal faithful semifinite weights on M. Denote by, as 
von-Neumann algebras on L^{R, H)，N^ = R{M, a^^) and Ni = R{M, a^') 
the cross product relative to cp and p^i respectively, . They are generated by 
7To(x), X G M,(resp. 7r1(x), x G M) and A(s), s e R, where 
( � 0 ( � � � =“ � � � 
(xiwow � a^i (^ )e(t) 
( � � �= € ( � ^ 
for all e G L^(R, H), t e R. 
Before establishing our main theorem, let us recall the dual action of R in 
both No and Ni, denoted by s ^> 0^, where 
Os{y) = "sWs—i (2.14) 
and jjis is the unitary on L^ (R, H) given by 
M � =e - “ � �， e e L'(R,H), t e M (2.15) 
Let To, resp. n , be the trace on No , resp. Ni, given by equation 2.2. 
Theorem 2.4.1 [23] There exists an isomorphism 
K : No ^ Ni 
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such that 
K o 6 s o / ¢ - 1 � 6 s V 5 G M . ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
and 
T i = T o o K _ i ( 2 . 1 7 ) 
Proof We will outline the proof here, for details please refer to [23 
Define u on L^{R，H) by 
H) {t) = {Dipi : DifU_, <e ^ L\R,H), t e R. 
Then u is an unitary on L^(R, H) and satisfies 
u i ^ o { x ) u * = 7 T i ( x ) , V x G M ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
uX{s) u* = 7Ti{(Dipi : Dip)*) X{s), Ms e R ( 2 . 1 9 ) 
Let K,{ •) = u{. )u* No "^ Ni. Similarly u*{. )u maps Ni into No and 
K : No — Ni 
is an isomorphism of No onto Ni. 
It is easy to show that K, satisfies equation 2.16. 
Let To , resp. 7\, be the operator valued weights defined as in equation 2.1. 
Then one can show that 
Ti 二 T o o / ^ _ i , 
and 
�� �(o) -1 
(fl ) = (fl ) 0 K, 1 
(here, ( � �， r e s p . �， d e n o t e s dual weights constucted with respect to No , 
resp. iVi ). Finally, we have T�o K~^ � ri . 
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Chapter 3 
Spatial LP Spaces 
In this chapter, we will describe the construction of spatial L^ spaces by Connes/ 
Hilsum ([2, 9]). Again we borrow much material form [23] which is useful but 
unpublished; in particular, some results are stated without proof which can 
be found in [23]. For the construction, spatial defivatives are important, but 
we will use the definition suggested by U. Haagerup and based on the notion 
of the extended positive part of a von-Neumann algebra. We then develop 
some elementary properties, modular properties and the characterization as (-
l)-homogenuous operator. And it will be seen that it is equivalent to the original 
definition introduced by A. Connes in [2]. Finally in section 3.3 the spatial L^ 
spaces are constructed, their important properties are shown. The relation 
between the abstract U spaces (introduced in chapter 2) and the spatial W 
spaces is established. 
Throughout this chapter, we let M be a von-Neumann algebra acting on a 
Hilbert space H, and 
^ a normal faithful semifinite weight on the commutant M' of M. 
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3.1 Definition and elementary properties of spa-
tial derivative 
Notation We recall the standard notations in modular theory: 
n^ = {y e M' I ^[y*y) < 00}， 
H^ 二 the Hilhert space completion of n^ with respect to the inner product 
{yi，y2) ^ ^{y2Vi), 
A^ the canonical injection of n^ into H^， 
7T^ the canonical representation of M' on H^ . 
Definition 3.1.1 [23] For each ( G H, we denote by R^{^) the (densely de-
fined) operator from H^ to H defined by 
R^OMy) = y�, y ^ � (3.i) 
Proposition 3.1.2 [23] For all C,^i,6 ^ H, x £ M, andy G M'，we have 
(i)啦1 + 6) = R D + RH&)， 
(ii) R^{x^) = xR^{^)， 
(ni) yR^{0 ^ R^{O^Ay)^ 
and 
(i)* 爽1丫 + i^^(6)* C _ 1 + 6)*, 
(ii)* R^{x^y = i^^(o*^, 
(iii)*7r4y)R^{0* C RHO'y-
Definition 3.1.3 [23] A vector ^ e H is said to be i|;-bounded if R^{^) is 
hounded. 
We denote by D{H, ^0 the set of all ip-hounded vectors. 
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Notation / / f G D{H, V?)，R^{^) extends to a hounded operator H^ ~> H 
which we also denote R^{^). 
Proposition 3.1.4 [23] The set D{H, ^) is an M-invariant dense subspace 
ofH. 
Proof By Proposition 3.1.2，D{H, ip) is an M-invariant subspace of H. 
Let e be the projection onto D{H，^) ； then e G M'. 
Suppose e + 1. 
Then ¢(1 — e) > 0 
Note that ^ = ^ i e i ^0,Ci , for some (i G H 
Then there exists at least one Q such that 
( ( l - e ) C | 0 ) + 0 
so that (1 — e) Ci 7^  0 . 
But V?/ G n^ we have 
I yCi IP < i^ {y*y) 
二 UAy)W' 
=> Ci eD{H,^) 
=> e(i = (i which is a contradiction 
Therefore, e = 1 and D(H, ip) is dense in H. 
For ^ G H , by Proposition 3.1.2 (m)* we have 
7r4y)R^{0* C 咖 、 , y G M',$ G H 
So, we conclude that D{R^{^)*) is invariant under action of M, 
Hence, the projection p onto D{R^{^)*) is in M" = M. 
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Consider as an operator from pH to H^，R^{^)* is closed and densely 
defined and hence | R^{^)* P exists as a positive self-adjoint operator on pH 
which is affiliated with pMp (by Proposition 3.1.2 (n)* ). By [7, Example 1.2 
and Lemma 1.4], 0^{^,^) defined below exists. 
Definition 3.1.5 [23] For each f e H, denote by 0^{^, () the unique element 
of M+ characterized by 
w ^ w , , , � / ll^ (^0*^ IP ifveD{Rno*) 
Vry G H : < o V n ^ ( f , 0 > = < 
oo otherwise 
� (3.2) 
Remarks 3.1.6 If ^ G D{H, ^), we have 
o^{^,0 = RHORHO* 
Proposition 3.1.7 [23] For all ^ G H, x G M , we have 
0^{x^.xi) = X . � ( € ,0 . X*. 
Proof Vr/ G H, 
< UJ— e^{x^,x^) > = < COa:*r^,x*n,0^{^, ^) > 
� < x*.( ,^,,.x,^ ^(f,0 > 
= < o v M p # ( e , f ) . r * > . 
Definition 3.1.8 [23] Let ^ be a normal weight on M. Define 
q^ � H — [0, oo" 
by 
qAO = < A^a ,0 > e e H 
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Proposition 3.1.9 [23] Let (p be a normal weight on M. 
Then q^ is a lower semi-continuous quadratic form on H. i.e. 
1- 9^(6 + 6 ) + 9^(6 - 6 ) = 2如 (6 ) + 2g^(6) V 6 , 6 G H 
2. q^{K) = |Ap9^(0 V<e G H, VA G C 
3. q^p is lower semi-continuous. 
Proof (2) follows immediately from the definition of q^. 
For (1) and (3), first suppose (f = o;"�” for some rj G H . Then 
q^0 = <cJ,,,,0^(CO> 




Claim: For f i , ^ G H , we have 
9 ^ ( f i + 6 ) + qA^i - 6 ) < 2g^(6) + 2^^(6) 
If 7] does not belong to D{R^{^i)*) or D{R^{^2)*), then obviously the 
inequality holds. Suppose 7] e D{R^{^i)*) n L>(J^^(6)*). Then 
r] e _ [ & + 6)*) n D{R^{^, — 6 ) * ) . 
Moreover, 
||i^ (^6+6r^ ll' + l|i^ (^6-6)*^ IP 
=||i^^(6)*^ + i^^(6)*^IP + I|i^^(6)*^ - i^^(6)*^|p 
=2||i^ (^6)*r;||' 4-2||i^ (^6)*7;||2. 
Thus we have proved the claim. 
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Apply claim to f i + ¢2，6 — ^2, then we obtian (1). As 
< c ^”，”# ( e , 0 �二 sup{|(i^0(O*77lO|2 ： C e B(R^(0), ||CII < 1 } 
=sup||(77|ii!^(e)A^(y))f : y G n^, ||A (^y)|| < 1} 
= s u p { I (r/12/0 1^  : y ^ 几吻’ II Av(y) II < 1 } 
for all ^ G H, and as each f ~^> | (771 y^) |^  is continuous, (3) follows . 
Now let (f be an arbitrary normal weight, and write 
^ = 5 Z � • 
iei 
Then 
如(0 二<〜0气10>二 Y.{^m,m^ ^ne,o>-
iei 
So (1) and (3) follow by the first part of the proof. 
Remarks 3.1.10 Let (p be a normal weight on M. Put 
Dom{q^) = {C e H | q^{i) < 00} 
Then for all x E n<p and f G D{H, ip) , we have , 
x*^ e Dom{q^). 
If (f is semifinite, Dom{q^) is dense in H . 
Definition 3.1.11 [23] For each normal weight (p on M, we define the spatial 
derivative ^ as the unique element of B{H)_^ such that 
< 吃 。 ^ > = < 仏 "气€， 0 > v e G H (3.3) 
The existence of 舞 follows form Proposition 3.1.9 and the proof of [7, 
lemma 1.4]; it is also proved in [18，A.10 . 
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Remarks 3.1.12 If(p is semifinite,载 is simply a positive self-adjoint oper-
ator on H. Note that 
• € , 丑 ： 彻 ( 0 = < [ | 1 ( 舞 产 化 i / f M ( d T 2 ) (3.4) 
oo otherwise 
< 
Lemma 3.1.13 [23] Let (pi, (^2，{^ i)iei，o>nd ^ be normal weights on M. Let 
X E M. Then 
1. Mm G M+ : < ifi + if2 , m > = < cpi, m > + < (p2，rn > , 
2. Vm G M+ : < X . if . X*, m > � < (f , x* • m . x > , 
3. if (fi /^ (p then Mm G M+ : < ipi, m > /^ < ^ , m > . 
Theorem 3.1.14 [23] For all normal weights (pi，(f2 and ^ on M and for 
all X e M , 
1 d{(pi+ip2) — dj£i 4_ dj£2 
^- dip — # dAjj 
6) d{x-(p-x*) — , ^  , * 
J. ~~d^^ —丄 d^ 丄 
Proof Let ^ G H . Then by using definiton 3.1.11 and Lemma 3.1.13 , we get 
< ^ , , ^ ^ ^ > = < ^ + ^ , ^ ( e � e ) � 
=< ^ ,#( f ,0 > + < 仍，炉 (€“）> 
d(fi dip2 
= < 吃 。 ¥ 〉 + < 吃 。 ¥ 〉 
dipi dif2 ^ 
� < 吃€，¥ + ¥ 〉 • 
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Similarly, by lemma 3.1.13 and proposition 3.1.7 , we have 
< 吃 。 • : 巧 > =< :r fa ;* ,_ ,e ) > 
= < ^,x*'0^{^,0'^ > 
� < ^ (^o;*e,a;*0 > 
d(f 
= < 奶，1*€，^〉 
* 却 
= � � . � � � �# � 
dif * 
� < CJf f , X . — . X > . 
u ‘ di|j 




d(fi z � 
d^ d^ 
Proof For all ^ E H , we have by lemma 3.1.13 
〈⑴…樂 > =< ^ , " ^ e � € ) > 
7 < ^,^ne,o > 
d(fi 
= < UtC^ "^ > • 
u ‘ # 
Lemma 3.1.16 [23] Let ^ be a normal semifinite weight on M. Let p = 
supp<p 
Then Mm G M+，we have 
< (p，m > = 0 ^ p . m . p = 0 
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Proof Let m = f^ Xdex + 00 • (1 — r) be the spectral resolution of m, and let 
Xn = /0" Xdex, n ^ N . Then 
< (f, m > = 0 44> < (^ , Xn > 二 0 Vn G N and < cp, 1 - r > = 0 
分 p . Xn • p = 0 Vn G N and p . (1 - r) - p = 0 
4=> p • m . p = 0 • 
Theorem 3.1.17 [23] Let (p be a normal semifinite weight on M. Then 
supp (^) = supp {ip) (3.5) 
aip 
In particular,舞 is injective if and only if cp is faithful 
Proof Denote p = supp(p G M, and let ^ G H. By lemma 3.1.16 and 
Proposition 3.1.7，we have: 
^ , ,却、 d(f ^ "^¾) ^ � � … ‘ � =0 
^ < A^(e，0�= 0 
<^ P'6f^(C 0 ' P = 0 
分 ^^ (p^ ,pO 二 0 
分 p^  = 0 
^ e e {i-p)H. 
Since ker {^ ) — supp{^)^ , we are done. 
Proposition 3.1.18 [23] Let ^ e H. Then there exists a sequence (fn)neN 
in D{H, ip) such that 
fn ~^ ^ as n — 00 
and such that 
% ( f n ) — 如 ( 0 as n ^ 00 (3.6) 
for all normal weights (p on M. 
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Proof Let 0^{^, ^) 二 /�^^ Xdex + 00 . (1 — p) be the spectral resolution of 
e^{i, i) • where p is the projection onto D{R^{^)*). 
For each n G N， ( ... R^{enO* = R^{0*^n ) R^{enO* is closed 
and everywhere defined and it must be bounded. So, R^{enC) is bounded and 
6nC e D{H, ¢ ) . 
As D{H，ip) is dense in H (by proposition 3.1.4 , we can take (Cn)neN in 
D{H，¢) such that Cn ~> f . Then (1 - p) Cn e D{H, \p). 
Now put 
in = e,^ + ( l - p ) C n e D(H, ¢), n G N. 
Then 
^n ^ P^ + (1 — p)C — i as n — 00. 
We will see that (^ n)neN satisfies equation 3.6 . 
To this end, let ^ be a normal weight on M. If < (p, 0^{^, ( ) > = 00 , 
equation 3.6 is certainly true. 
Otherwise we have: < (p , 6^{^, ( ) > < 00. As 
^ = Y1 ^m,m 
iei 
for certain rji G H , each 
<⑴職，炉这,0 > < oo, 
so T]i e D{R^{0*) c pH, and 
^rii,m = P ‘ ^vi,m 'P . 
Thus 
(f = p • ip • p . 
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As 
p-0^{L,^n)-p = W(pfn ,Kn) 




< ^.0^{inAn) > = < ^.p-0^{inAn)'P > 
^ < W , P . W ( G O . P > 
= < w， ^ (€ , 0 > . 
The following result shows that the given defintion of spatial derivative 
agrees with Connes' in [2 . 
Proposition 3.1.19 [23] Let (p be a normal semifinite weight on M. 
1. The operator j^ is the biggest positive self-adjoint operator d satisfying 
w “ n f n / � m I 丨陶| 2 2 / “ 華 ） 
V^ G D[H, ¢) : q^{0 = 
oo otherwise (3.7) 
2. The operator ^ is the unique positive self-adjoint operator satisfying 3.7 
and 
cfi/2 = d^^ /^  lD{H,^ )nD{d /^^ )] . (3-8) 
Proof (1) Obviously 轰 satisfies equation 3.7. 
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Now let d be any positive self-adjoint operator satisfying equation 3.7. 
By proposition 3.1.18, for any f G D ( ( ^ ” " ） ， 3 f „ G D{H, ¢) such that 
ia ~^ i and 
(l^[in) — q^{0 . 
If we define p : H ^ [0, oo] by 
f wd^Hr if(eD(c/i/2) 
P{0 = (3.9) 
oo otherwise ； 
‘ 
Note that 
P{0 = i T A d ( e _ 
= s u p f ^ A d(ex^ I 0 
where d — f^ A dex is the spectral resolution of d, therefore p is lower 
semi-continuous and we have 
p ( 0 < l i m m f , , ( e . ) = “ 0 = |(S),|， 
and we are done. 
(2) To see that d =赛 satisfies equation 3.8, let ^ G D{d^/^), and let 
(^ n)nGN in D[H,妙）be as in proposition 3.1.18. Since q^{^n) ^ Q^piO = 
|ji/2(||2 < QQ , we may assume that all q<p{^ n) < oo , i.e. all & G 
L>(i7,VOnL>(c/i/2). Since 
0 < liminf d * e — c/"2& 2 
n~> oo 
= l i m i n f (2 d"2( 2 + 2 , & 飞 _ # " … 丄 气 ” 
n~> oo \ ) 
= 2 d'i�2 + 2 iim d"2& 2 _ liminf ^i/2^ + " 2 & 2 
n^oo n ~> oo 
< 0, 
it follows that c/i/2(n ^ rfi/2f. 
Assume that d is a positive self-adjoint operator satisfying equation 3.7 and 
3.8. To see that then d is the maximal positive self-adjoint operator satisfying 
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3.7, define p : H — [0, oo] as above in equation 3.9. Then it is easy to 
conclude 
q^0 < P{0 V^ G H. (3.10) 
which implies that 舞 < d, and we are done. 
Proposition 3.1.20 [23] Let Mi be a von Neumann algebra acting on a 
Hilhert space Hi . Suppose that 
u : H — Hi 
is a unitary such that 
u M u* � Ml. 
Then for all normall semifinite weights (p on M and all normal faithful semifi-
nite weights i[) on M' , u . ^  . u* and u . xjj . u* are weights on Mi and M[ 
respectively, and we have 
d(u . (p . u*) d(fi ^ 
^——： 7 二 u ~^ u*. 
d{u . ^  . u*) dip 
Proof For all ^ G Hi , we have 
d(f * . dcp 
<吃。 ^ , > = <uu;,,u,-> 
— d(f 
二 < 晰’"，^〉 
= <�&Hu*lu*i~)> 
= < ^ u * f + 1 , O . u > 
=< U' ip-u\6^-^-^\i, 0 > 
= / d{u . if . u*) \ 
—\ …d{u . i|;. u*) / • 
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3.2 Modular properties of spatial derivatives 
Here in this section, we consider H as an M,-module, and put H' 二 H 0 H^ 
Let CM>{H') be the commutant of action of M' in H', which is a von Neumann 
algebra. We will consider HorriM>{H^ , H) as a subspace of CM>{H'), namely, 
the space of all operator T G CM'{H') with T = Te = (1 — e)T where e = 
the orthgonal projection of H' on H^. 
For every • , let 6 be defined on £ ^ ' {H') by: 
0{x) = (j){ (1 - e)x{l — e)) + ^'{exe) (3.11) 
then 0 is a weight on C^f{7i'). and its modular automorphism group af gives 
rise to a one-parameter group of isometries of HorriN{H^ , H ) . 
Lemma 3.2.1 [2] Let (p be a normal faithful semifinite weight on M, and ^ 
be a normal faithful semifinite weight on M'. Then 
1. There exist a unique one-parameter group of unitaries Uf ofH such that 
(a) U^xU^t = a^{x) Vx 6 M 
(b) ufyu^t = ^^-t{y) ^y e M' 
(c) _ m ) 二 cjt{R^{0) V^ G D[H, ¢) 
where 6 is defined as in equation 3.11 
2. For every t G R, one has Uf = (^舞丫 
Proof Please refer to [2 . 
The following theorems are borrowed grom [2]; cf. [2] for their proofs. 
Theorem 3.2.2 [2，23] Let (pi and 啊 be normal faithful semifinite weights 
on M, and let i|; be a normal faithful semifinite weight on M'. Then 
( - - ' - - ) - ( t ) " ( t ) " " -.M. 
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Theorem 3.2.3 [2，23] Let cp and xp be normal faithful semifinite weights on 
M and M' , respectively. Then 
h r w = ( 舞 ) 〜 ( 载 广 V x G M W G M , 
-^ ^t{y) = { % y % { ^ y ^y^M' v t G E . 
Corollary 3.2.4 [23] Let (p and ^ be normal faithful semifinite weights on M 
and M' ，respectively. Then 
1.舞 r]M' if and only if (f is a trace, 
2.舞 T] M if and only if ^ is a trace, 
3.舞 Tj Z{M) if and only if both Lp and ^ are traces. 
Proof (3) follows strictly from (1) and (2) as Z{M) = M n M'. 
(1) Let u G M 
*却 d^ 
u ^u = — 却 dxp 




^ (f = U-(f'U* 
分 if is a trace. 
(2) Similar to (1). 
Theorem 3.2.5 [2，23] Let ^p and i[) be normal faithful semifinite weights on 
M and M' , respectively. Then 
fd(p\~^ 一 d4> 
\d^lj J d(f ‘ 
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參 
Theorem 3.2.6 [2, 23] Let i|j be a normal faithful semifinite weight on M' 
，and let a be a positive self-adjoint operator on H . Then the following are 
equivalent: 
1. a =舞 for some (necessarily unique) normalfaithful semifinite weight 
(f on M. 
2. att{y) a'' = a''y My G M' W G R. 
Proof By theorem 3.2.3，(1) implies (2) 
(2) => (1). Let 01 be any faithful weight on M. Put 
rp — # 1 
Ti = 1^ 
Ut = a"Ti_a 
Then Ut is a strongly continuous family of unitaries in M such that 
Uti+t2 = Ut, 4'(Ut,) Vh,t2 e R 
By the converse of Radon-Nikodym Theorem, there exists a faithful cj) on M 
such that 
Ut = [D(j) ： D4>i)t yt e R 
Then by Theorem 3.2.2, we have 
— ( d c t > \ t (邮^-议 
Ut = U j l^J 
Hence, 
d^ 
‘ 二 ^ 
Corollary 3.2.7 [23] There is a bijective correspondence, characterized hy the 
equation 
t 二 1， （3.12) 
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between the sets of normal faithful semifinite traces r and r' on M and M'， 
respectively. (In particular, M is semifinite if and only if M' is semifinite.) 
Proof Let r be a normal faithful semifinite trace on M. Then by Theorem 
3.2.3 and 3.2.6, there exists a weight r' on M' such that 
包-1 
dr' ~ L 
Then by Corollary 3.2.4, T' is a trace. 
The converse is proved similarly. 
Corollary 3.2.8 [23] Suppose that (M, H，J, P) is a standard form of M. 
Then for all normal faithful semifinite traces r on M we have, in the above 
notation: 
r' = T(J.J). 
Corollary 3.2.9 [23] Suppose that M is semifinite and that r and r' are 
normal faithful semifinite traces on M and M' related by equation 3.12. Then 
for all normal faithful semifinite weight cp on M, we have 
銜 、 ( 一 ) , . 
Proof By theorem 3.2.2 we have 
( _ t -(靠广 
( d \ it dT 
•£i) (by corollary 3.2.7, ^ = 1). 
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3.3 Spatial L^  spaces 
Here in this seciton, we will describe the construction of spatial U spaces 
suggested by Connes/Hilsum. Before that, we will give the definition of ( - l /p ) -
homogeneous operator. 
Definition 3.3.1 [23] Let ^ be a normal faithful semifinite weight on M', and 
let 7 G R. A closed densely defined operator a on H with polar decomposition 
a = u\a\ is called ^-homogeneous with respect to 功 if 
u e M and a^(y) |a|" = | a | � N y G M' Mt G E (3.13) 
One can show that equation 3.13 is equivalent to requiring 
ya C a a l ( y ) (3.14) 
for all y G M' analytic with respect to a^. 
Note that the 0-homogeneous operators are precisely the operators affili-
ated with M, and the (-l)-homogeneous operators are precisely the 舞.As a 
corollary of Theorem 3.2.6, we have 
Corollary 3.3.2 [23] Let x|; be a normal faithful semifinite weight on M', and 
let p G [l,oo] . Let a be a closed densely defined operator on H with polar 
decomposition a — u\a\ . Then the following are equivalent: 
1. u G M and |a|^  :築 for some normal semifinite weight (p on M， 
2. a is (-l/p)-homogeneous. 
Definition 3.3.3 [28] For each positive self-adjoint (-1 )-homogeneous operator 
a we define the integral with respect to ^ by 
J adAp = ip[l) 
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where (p is the unique normal semifinite weight on M such that a = ^ . 
Notation For p e [1, oo]，denoted by M_i/p the set of closed densely defined 
(-^)-homogeneous operator on H. 
Definition 3.3.4 [23] Let p G [l ,oo[ . We put 
i7(V0 = LP{M, H, ¢) 二 |a G M-i/p : J lafdi^ < o o | 
and 
n 1/P 
|a||p = \a\Pdil； ， a G L^(^) 
For p = oo，put 
L^{i;) = M 
with II . ||oo the usual operator norm. The space LP{xp) are called Spatial LP 
Spaces. 
In the rest of this section, we aim to show that the spatial U spaces are Ba-
nach space and there exists isometric isomorphism between spatial and abstract 
W spaces. 
Let (^ o be a normal faithful semifinite weight on M. 
Put d,=榮 
Then at'{x) = dltj;df Mx G M, t e R 
Define unitary operator uo on L^(R, H) by 
(^oO {t) = d^m (3.15) 
for f G L^{R,H), t e R. 
Denote by l(s), s G E the operaotr of translation by s in L^{R) . i.e. 
{l{s)f){t) = f{t - s) f G L2(R)， t e E. 
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Recall that the crossed product N = R{M, a^o)is genreated by the ele-
ments 7r(a:), X e M and A(s)，s e R as bescribed in Chapter 2. 
Identify L^{R, H) with H^L^{R) as follows: 
V 0 f , V G H，f e L2(R) is identified with ^ G L^{R,H) given by 
m = f(t)v, t G R . 
Proposition 3.3.5 [23] 
1. For all X G M, we have 
Uo 7r{x) u*Q = X 0 1 . 
2. For all s e R； we have 
UoX{s)ul = d,Q 0 l{s). 
Proof V^ e L2(R, H): 
{uoTT{x)ul^) (t) = 4 a = {x) df C{t) by defintion of 7r(x) 
=<c/o^^x4^c/o'^f(0 by theorem 3.2.3. 
二 x^{t) t G R 
and 
{uoX{s)ulO {t) 二 <K0 {t-s) 
= 4 < H ^ - s ) 
=4'^{t — s)， t e R 
Now for ^ = V � f, V e H, f e L^{R) , we have 
({x 0 1) {v 0 /)) {t) = {xv 0 /) {t) 
=f{t)xv 
二 xf{t)v 
=x^{t), t e R 
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and 
( ( 4 ' ^ l { s ) ) {v 0 / ) ) {t) 二 （ 减 〜 ③ 糊 ⑴ 
= ( 糊 ⑴ 减 、 
= f { t - s ) d i ' v 
=4'你-名), t e R, 
and the proof is completed. 
Let T be the unique positive self-adjoint operator in L^{R) uniquely de-
termined by 
T' = l{s) V5 G E (3.16) 
Proposition 3.3.6 [23] For all normal semifinite weights (p on M we have 
uo K < = ^ ^ T . (3.17) 
Proof Please refer to [23 . 
Corollary 3.3.7 [23] The mapping 
a H"> ul (a 0 T) Uo 
is a bijection of the set ofpositive self-adjoint (-1 )-homogeneous operators a on 
H onto the set of postivie self-adjoint operators h affiliated with N satisfying 
6sh = h_'h Ms E R. (3.18) 
Furthermore, 
J a# = tr(ul {a(S)T) uo) (3.19) 
for all such a. 
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Proof The mapping under consideration is exactly 舞 i^ h^，The rest is 
rather strict forward. 
Corollary 3.3.8 [23] Let p G [1, oo[. Let a be a closed densely defined opera-
tor on H. Then 
1. a G M_i/p if and only if u^ {a 0 T " ” ) uo is affiliated with N， 
2. a e L^C0) if and only if u*Q {a 0 T^/^) uo e L^(M) 
For all a G i/(^)，we have 
|a||p = |K(a0T"n^/o||p-
Corollary 3.3.9 [23] Let p 6 [1, oo[. Then the mapping 
a ^ u； {a 0 T^^P) UQ (3.20) 
is a bijection of M_i/p onto the set of closed densely defined operators h affili-
ated with N sayisfying 
Osh = e-slPh Ms G R . (3.21) 
Proposition 3.3.10 [23] Let p 6 [l,oo]. Then for all a G I^W, we have 
a* e LP{i;) and 
fl p — CL p . 
Lemma 3.3.11 [23] Let a be a closed densely defined operator on H and f 
a Borel function on M，and denote by rrif the corresponding multiplication 
operator on L^(R). Write 
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D = {^ G L^{R, H) I ^{t) G D{a) for almost all t G M 
and fWf{t)a^{t) \\^dt < 00 }. 
Then D{a (8) rrif) = D and 
((a0m/)OW = /⑴时⑴ �e D, t e R. 
Proof Let m(a，/) be the operator in L^(M, H) defined by 
D{m{aJ)) = D 
and 
(m(a,/)OW = m _ f ^ D, t e M. 
Then m(a, f) is a closed operator and 
m(a*,7) ^ rn{ajy 
Denote by a 0 rrif the algebraic tensor product of a and rrif , we have 
a 0 TTif C m(a,f) 
hence 
a (g) ruf C m(a, / ) 
Replacing a, and / , by a* and f , respectively in the preceeding inclusion and 
applying the formula {A 0 B)* = A* O B* for closed operators (cf. [17]), we 
get 
m{a,f) C m{a*,f)* C (a* 0 mj)* = a<S>mf. 
The desired result follows. 
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Lemma 3.3.12 [23] Let p G [l,oo] and a,b e "(^). Then a + b is densely 
defined and preclosed, and 
a + b] G LP{i;). 
Proof Firstly, we will see that D{a + b) is dense in H. To this end let e be the 
projection onto D{a) D D{b). Then 
(e0l)L2(R, H) 
= { f G L2(R, H) I ^ {t) = e({t) for almost all t G M} 
D {f G L2(E, H) I ^ {t) G D{a) fl D{b) for alomost all t G R } . 
D D{a^T^/P) n D ( 6 0 T " n by lemma 3.3.12. As a(g)T"P, b®T”P G 
uoLP{M)ul, their sum is densely defined. Hence D{ a 0 T " P ) n D( b 0 T”P) 
is dense in L^(R, H). It follows that e = 1. Hence D(a + 6) 二 D(a)n7:)(6) 
is dense in H. 
Since a + b C (a* + b* )*, and as a* + b* is densely defined according to 
the preceeding argument, a + b is preclosed. and we can consider its closure 
a + h]. By Lemma 3.3.11 we have 
(a(g)T^/P) + (6 0T^/^) C [a + 6](2)Ti/^ 
whence 
'{a 0 T^'^ ) + {h 0 T^f^)] c [a + ^ 0 T " r 
Again by lemma 3.3.11, 
[a + h] ® T^'^ C ( ( a 0 7 ^ " P ) + ( 6 ( g ) T " n ) * . 
as * respects strong sum we get: 
( ( a ( g ) T " q + ( 6 0 T i / q ) * = [ (a (8 )T"1 + (6(g>T^): 
Hence [a + b] 0 T " ” = [ (a 0 T"P) + {b <g) T^/P]. The desired results then 
follows form Corollary 3.3.8. 
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/ 
Lemma 3.3.13 [23] Let p,p1,p2 ^ [l,oo] be such that ^ =六 + 六.Let 
a G 2/1(^) and b G L^ (^V )^. Then ab is densely defined and preclosed and 
ab] e LP{i;). 
Notation Form now on, the strong product [ab] of operators a and b will be 
denoted a • b . 
Please refer to [23] for the proofs of Lemma 3.3.13 above, and of theorem 
3.3.14 below; they are quite straight forward after our preparation. 
Theorem 3.3.14 [23] Let p G [1, 00]. Then (L^(^) || . ||p) is a Banach space 
with respect to strong sum. 
The mapping a ^ u^ {a 0 T^/^) u^ is an isometric isomorphism of L^{^) 
onto LP{M). 
Proposition 3.3.15 [23] Let p,q G [l,oo] with • + | = 1. Then for all 
a e LP{i;) and b e L^(^) we have 
j a . b d^ = J b • a d/i|;. 
Proof We have a . b G L^{^) and b • a G L^{^p), and 
ja.bdi|; = trK((a(g)T^/P) • {b<^T'^P))uo) 
=tr{ul{a<S)T^^P)uo . ul{h®T^'^)uo) 
=trK(6 0T^ /^ )^ o • ul{a^T^'^)u^) 
- t r [ u l { { h ^ T ^ / ^ ) . (a0TV^))uo) 
= J b • a di|;. 
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Remarks 3.3.16 Let x|jo and 也 be two normal faithful semifinite weights on 
M' . Then there exists (see theorem 3.3.14) an isometric isomorphism 
^ ： LP(M ^ LP{iPi) (3.22) 
which saitsfies: 
u{ ($(a) 0 T”P) ui = ul {a 0 T " ” ) uo Va G i 7 ( ^ ) , 
(3.23) 
where ui is the unitary on L^(R； H) constructed from di =樂 in analogy 
with equation 3.15. 
It can be shown [23] that for positive injective a e L^(^o) ； we have $(a)= 
b, where b is the positive self-adjoint operator on H characterized by 
hP'' = d^d^'^aP'' Mt e R. (3.24) 
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Chapter 4 
LP Spaces constructed by using 
complex interpolation method 
Here in this chapter, we will introduce the W spaces constructed according to 
H. Kosaki [12] and M. Terp [22], by using complex interpolation method. It 
seems instructive to go throught Kosaki's special case before consideing Terp's 
generalization. After giving some background knowledge of complex interpola-
tion method, we will define the non-commutative U* spaces with respect to a 
state then to a weight. We will conclude the chapter by showing that the new 
defined spaces and the spatial L^ spaces are isometrically isomorphic. 
4.1 The complex interpolation space 
In this section we briefly recall the complex interpolation method due to Calderon. 
Full detail of the material can be found in [1 . 
Definition 4.1.1 [1] Let Xo and Xi be two Banach spaces. Then we shall 
say that Xo and Xi are compatible if there is a Banach space X such that Xo 
and Xi are subspaces ofX. 
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Let X — (Xo，Xi) be a pair of two compatible Banach spaces with norms 
I |Uo = II ||o and II ||xi == || ||i , respectively. 
Consider the algebraic sum S ( X ) = Xo + Xi , and define 
|x||s 二 inf{||o:o||o + l| i i | | i : ^ 二 0^ + ^1, 0^ ^ ^0, ^i ^ ^ i } 
Lemma 4.1.2 [1] S(X) is a Banach space under || • ||s . 
Proof We will only show the completeness here. 
Recall the Lemma : 
Suppose that X is a normed vector space. Then X is complete if and only 
if 
00 N 
y ^ ||x^ ||x < 00 =4> 3x € X such that x — ^ 工^打 —as N — 00 
n=l n=l X 
We assume that 00 
X ^ ||^ n|U < 00 
n=l 
Then we can find a decomposition x^ = x° + x^ such that 
l4llo + ||^ nlli < 2||a;Js 
00 00 
.•. 5^lknllo < 00 and ^||xJ,||i < 00 
n=l n=l 
As Xo and Xi are complete, by the Lemma, ^ x^ converges in Xo and ^ xJ^  
converges in Xi 
Let x^ = Y,xl, x^ = Y.x\ and x = x^ +x^ Then x € E(X) and 
N N N 
x-^xn < X^ - ^ xl + x^ - ^x1 — 0 as N ^ 00 
n=l s w=l 0 n=l 1 
Therefore Y^Xn converges to x in E(X). Hence, E(X) is complete. 
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Then we define a space of certain E(X)-valued functions on the strip S 二 
{z G C : 0 < Rez < 1} as 
,f : S — E (X) satifying 
i. bounded and continuous on S and analytic in the interior. 
F{X) = ii. f { j + it) G X,-, t G E , j - 0 , 1 � 
iii. for j = 0, 1, the map t G R ~> f { j + it) e Xj 
is II ||j-continuous and limt_>±oo \\f{j + it)\\j = 0 ^ ^ 
Define a norm on F{X) by 
|/|| = ||/||F 二 max (sup Wf{it)Wo，sup ||/(l + 2t)||i ) 
\ teR teR J 
Lemma 4.1.3 [1] F{X) is a Banach space under this norm. 
Proof Suppose that Y1^ \\fn\\F < oo where each / „ G F. 
As fn{z) is bounded in E(X) so we have 
/ \ 
lfn{z)h < max sup \\fn{it)\\E , sup ||/n(l + it)y . 
\ teR teR / 
Because Xj C E(X) for j — 0,1, so we get 
|/n(^)||E < ||/n||F. 
By 4.1.2, ^ ^ /n(z) converges to a limit f{z). Since Y1^ fn{j + it) converges 
uniformly in t to a limit in Xj which must coincide with the limit in E ( X ) . 
So, f { j + it) e Xj for j = 0,1 and ^ ^ fn{j 4- it) converges uniformly to 
f(J + it) in Xj . Hence / G F{X). It follows that F ( X ) is a Banach space. 
Definition 4.1.4 [1, 12] For each 0 < 0 < 1，the complex interpolation space 
Ce 二 Ce{X) is the set of all f{0), f e F{X) equipped with the complex 
interpolation norm 
IWl0(= I W k ) = mf{||/||^ ： / e F ( X ) , m = ^} 
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Note: II ||o and || ||i majorize || ||s on Xo and Xi respectively. 
Lemma 4.1.5 [1] Ce is a Banach space. 
Proof From the proof of 4.1.3, we know that 
Wf{0)h < \\f\\F 
So, the linear map f — f{9) is a continuous mapping from F{X) to E(X) . 
The kernel of this map is 
Ne = {f ： f e F{X), f{6) = 0 } 
Clearly, Ce{X) is isometrically isomorphic to the quotient space F{X)/Ne As 
Ne is closed, Ce(X) is a Banach space. 
Theorem 4.1.6 [12] let X = (¾, Xi) , Y = (¾, Yi) be two pairs of 
compatible Banach spaces, and T he a linear operator from E(X) to E(F) . 
If T maps Xi into Yi with ||Txj||y. < Mi ||xj||xi, ^i G Xi, for i = 0,1， 
then T maps ce{X) into Ce{Y) for each 0 < 6 < 1 with 
\\Tx\\ceiY) < M^-^MU\x\\ceiX) X G Ce{X). 
Proof Given x e Ce{X) and e > 0，then 
3 / e F{X) such that f{6) = x and \\f\\F(x) < ||^ ||c,(x) + e 
Put g{z) = M^-^M^'T{f{z)) • Then g G F(F) and 
|"||F(y) < WfWF{x) < IWIcepO + € 
Now g{6) = M^^M{-^T{x) , so 
WT{x)Wce(Y) < Ml-^Mf||p||^(y) 
< M^MUMceix) ^e' 
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where e' = M] '^ Mf e. 
As e is arbitary, we have 
WT{x)WceiY) < M^-'MU\x\\ce{X) 
Lemma 4.1.7 [12] Let Fo(X) be the set ofall XoCiXi-vahed functions ofthe 
form 
N 
f{z) = exp{Xz^) ^ exp{Xnz)xn 
n=l 
where X > 0 ； N G N+ ； Ai, A2 , . . . , Xn ^ 股，工1, . . •，$N ^ ^ A Xi-
Then Fo(X) is dense in F { X ) . 
Please refer to [1] for the proof. 
Definition 4.1.8 [12] Let F'{X) be the set of all functions f : S — T>{X) 
satisfying (i) and (ii) in F{X) and 
( \ 
{ii%^' ||/|| = max I sup ||/(i^ )||o , sup ||/(1 + it)\\i < 00 . 
\teR iGM ) 
Notation The complex interpolation space and it's complex interpolation norm 
constructed (as in definition 4-^-4 ) by using F'{X) instead of F{X) are de-
noted by C“X) and || ||'^ respectively. 
Note: 
As before C’Q equipped with || • ||'^  is a Banach space continuously included 
in E ( X ) . 
As (iii)' is weaker that (iii), one can check that for each 0 < Q < 1 , we 
have 
Ce{X) C C'e{X) , ||x||; < ||x||, x G Ce{X) 
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Theorem 4.1.9 [12] Assume that the unit ball in Xo and Xi are closed in 
S(X). Let Y (C E(X) as a linear space ) be a refelxive Banach space, and 
0 < 9 < 1 . If we have 
Ce{X) C Y C C'e{X) 
\x\\'Q < ||x||y X G Y 
|x||y < ||:r||0 X e Ce{X) 
then Ce{X) = C^(X) = Y with all equal norms. 
In particular, when at least one of Xo and Xi is reflexive, then Ce{X)= 
C'Q{X) with equal norms. 
To prove the theorem, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1.10 [12] Assume that the unit balls of Xo and Xi are closed in 
E ( X ) . For any f' e F'(X) ,3 a sequence {/^} of E{X)-valued functions on 
S such that each f^ satisfies condition (i) and (ii) and 
(iii)" for j = 0 ,1, the map t G R ^ /nU + ^^) ^ Xj is || • \\j-continuous 
(IV) ||/;||F < ||/1|F' 
and furthermore, for each 0 < 0 < 1，the sequence {fnW]n satisfies 
(v) lim,^oo 11/；(^) — f W l l E = 0 
Proof For each n = 1, 2 , 3 , , we set 
/ri\ 1/2 r°° 
/;w = ( - ) / exp{-nt')f{z-it)dt z e s 
^7T/ J-oo 
as a E(X)-valued Bochner integral. 
As f satisfies (i) and the unit ball of X j are closed in E ( X ) , it's easy to 
show that fk satisfies (i) and (ii) for all n. Also (iii)" is easily checked. To 
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show (iv), observe that 
/77x1/2 r^ ^ 
||/;(i5)||o - ( - ) / exp{-nt')f{is - it) dt s G M 
^7T/ J-oo 0 
/n \ 1/2 r°° 
< (^j J exp{-nt^)Wf{is-it)Wodt 
< ||/1|F' [^Y'|^xp{-nf)dt 
= | / 1 | F ' 
because ( ^ ) " ? exp(-nt^) is approximate unit in L^(R, H). 
Similarly ||/;(l + is)||i < ||/'||厂'，s G R • 
Therefore, ||/jF' < 丨|/'||厂’ 
Note that for 0 < 6 < 1, we ahve 
/77x1/2 r^ � 
f{0) = f{6) ( - ) J eM-nf)dt 
/77x1/2 广 
. . . m - m = ( - ) / exp{-nf)[f'{0-zt) — f{6)]dt 
\l7 J-oo 
Therefore (v) holds. 
Corollary 4.1.11 [12] Assume that the unit balls of Xo and Xi are dosed in 
E(X) and that s > r > 0. The closure (with respect to || . ||s ) of the ball 
{Cg)s 二 {x e Ce ： ||a;||0 < s} 
in E (X) is larger than the ball 
{C'e)r = {x € C'e ： W < ] . 
Proof Let an x G C'g with \\x\\'g < r be arbitrarily chosen and fixed. Then 
3f' e F\X) such that x = f{0) and \\f\\F' < s. 
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By Lemma 4.1.10, we obtain a sequence { f ^ } . 
Let fn{z) = exp(^^^)/；(^) n = l，2，3,...,z G S 
As I exp(z2-:2-i)| __^  0 when Imz — ±00 
We have 九 G F ( X ) Vn . 
Therefore {fn{0))n C Ce{X). 
Wfn{0)We = inf{||/||F ： / e F , f{0) = fn{0)} 
< ||/n||F 
a2 — 192 _ 1 
< ||/;ilF ••• exp( ) < 1 Nz 
77/ 
< Wf'Wr by (iv) in Lemma 4.1.10 
< s 
Note that 
fn{0) = exp(-l)/;W 
and exp(—^) ^ 1 as n — 00 
by (v) we have , 
lim Wfn{0) - x||s = lim ||/；(0) — /'W||s = 0. 
n—00 n^oo 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.9 We first show that Y = C'Q with equal norms. 
Let X € C，Q with ||x||0 = r • By Corollary 4.1.11，for any s > 
r, 3 { xn } C {Ce)s C Ys satisfying 
lim \\xn — X 2 = 0. (4.1) 
n—00 
By Alaoglu's theorem, {xn} admits a a{Y, F*)-accumulation point y € 
Y, ||y||y < s. We may assume that {xn] tends to y in cr(F, F*)-topology. 
Since Y C CJ C E(X) continuously, {a;^} tends to y in the a(E, E*)-topology 
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too. By equation 4.1 x = y, that is x e Y and ||x||y < s. We conclude 
kl|y < r 二 ||j;||'0 . 
Now to see that Ce = C，Q with equal norms, we start from an x G 
C，Q，||x||0 = r . For each s = e + r �r , by the arguments in the predeeding 
paragraph, 3{x^} in {Ce)s which converges to y G (CJ)s 二 Ys in the 
a{Cg, C'0*)- topology and x = y. Thus, {xn} tends to x in the a(C^, C'^)-
topology. In other words, (C^)^ is included in the cr(C^，C^*)-closure of {Ce)s. 
Since {Ce)s is convex, we have by the Hahn-Banach theorem: 
{Co)r ^ {Ce)s=e^-r， 
where the closure is taken with respect to the norm || ||^ . Then by [24, 
LEMMA17.2] we have 
iC'o)r Q {Ce)r+2e • 
Hence 
C'e C Ce，||x||0 < r + 2e 
and we get: 
丨到丨0 < r 二 ||x||'0 . 
Theorem 4.1.12 [12] As before we assume that the unit balls of Xo and Xi 
are closed in E ( X ) . Let Y be a reflexive Banach space satisfying X^ 门 Xi C 
Y C E(X) (as linear space). Then Ce{X) = Y 二 C,o(X) with all equal 
norms provided that the following two conditions are fulfilled: 
1. for each y G F , 3f € F'{X) such that f{0) = y, ||/||厂' - | | y | | y 
2. for each g G Span[Fo{X)] the linear span ofFo(X), where Fo{X) is 
givenasinlemma^.l.7, ||5'(^)||y < ||p||ir. 
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Proof Assume condition (1) and (2) holds. 
Let X G Ce{X). Then 3 / G F such that x = f{6). By Lemma 4.1.7, 
3 (gn) in F � s u c h that 
I f — Qn ||i? ^ 0 as n ~> oo 
Since || f{6) - gn{9) ||s < ||/ - Qn 11^  (by Phragmen-Lindeloftheorem), we 
have: 
I f{0) — gn{0) ||E ~^ 0 as n ~^ oo. 
Now condition (2) implies that (gn {0) ) is also Cauchy in F; Y being com-
plete, 3y e Y such that gn{0) — y in Y. Since ||6||s < ||印0' < ||6||y for 
each b G Y, we have Qn{0) ^ y in E also. Thus f{9) = y, x G Y and 
Ce[X) c y . 
Also observe that for any x £ Ce{X), 
|a;||y = ll/0^)lk = lim |bnW||y < lim \\gn\\F 二 |丨/||厂 
n^oo n~>oo 
for any f G F with f{0) = x ； it follows that 
I|x||y < inf{||/||F : f e F{X) with f{6) = X } - ||x||,, 
and the proof is completed by Theorem 4.1.9. 
We will finish the section by quoting some famous and useful results in 
interpolation space. 
Definition 4.1.13 A Banach space X is said to be uniformly convex if, for 
every e > 0, 3^ > 0 such that My G X,, with ||x|| 二 ||2/|| = 1， 
\\x^y\\ > e ^ 宁 < 1-5 
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Theorem 4.1.14 [1] Let X = (Xo, Xi) be a compatible pair ofBanach spaces. 
If at least one of Xo and Xi is uniformly convex, then so are the complex 
interpolation spaces Ce{X), 0 < 0 < 1 . 
Theorem 4.1.15 (Reiteration Theorem) [1] Let A = (Ao，Ai) be a com-
patible pair of Banach spaces and for j = 0，1 put 
Xj = Ce.{A) 0 < 6j < 1 
Assume that Ao n Ai is dense in Ao , Ai and Xo A I i . Then 
C^[X) = Ce[A) 0 < 7] < 1 
where 9 = ( 1 — rf) Oo + r]Oi with equal norms. 
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4.2 LP space with respect to a faithful normal 
state 
Throughout this section let cpo be a faithful normal state on a (cr-finite) von 
Neumann algebra M. We imbed M into M* via 
X e M ~> xipo{= y:)o{- x)) e M^ 
So, M is a subspace of M*. 
For an element x = x(fo ^ M has two norms: 
|x||oo = ||x(/Po||oo uniform norm of M 
\x\\i = ||x(po||i predual norm of M* 
Note: The imbedding depends on the choice of (po . 
Since M is a dense subspace of M^, we have 
|rr||i 二 ||a;v:5o||i < ||^ ||oo lko||i = ||^ ||oo 二 ||i^||oo 
So, ( M , M*) is compatible. Therefore, we can construct the interpolation 
space as in section 4.1 with 
S ( M , M , ) = M*, 
M n M^ = M， 
I lb = II ||i. 
Definition 4.2.1 [12] The complex interpolation space Ce=i/p{M] M*), 1 < 
p < oo，is the non-commutative L^-space associated with M (with respect to (^o 
).We denote it by L^(M;(^o)- For a G LP{M] (po), the complex interpolation 
norm ||tt||0=1/p ^^  denoted by \\a\\p ， the LP-norm ofa. 
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Note: 
i. Li(M;(^0 = M , and L^{M]ipo) = M . 
ii. For 1 <p<oo, LP{M; ipo) C E(M,M*) = M* 
iii. For 1 < p' < p < 00，we have 
M C L^(M; ^o) C L^'(M;^o) C M* 
and 
^ 00 ^ 工 p ^ 工 p' ^ ^ 1 
Lemma 4.2.2 [1] M is dense in each L^(M] (po), 1 < p < 00 . 
Proof Let x e Ce{M]M^)，with 6 二 l / p . 
Then 3 / G F(M;M*) such that f{0) = x . 
Hence Ve > 03g e Fo{M;M^) as in 4.1.7 such that 
1/ - g\\F < e 
which implies 
|x - g{0)We < e 
Therefore, g{0) G M and hence M is dense in L^(M; M*). 
The remain of the section will be devoted to the properties of the L^-space 
just constructed. We will first show that the L^-space is equivalent to a standard 
Hilbert space. Then we can derive some familiar properties of the classical L^-
space on U{M\ ^ o ) . 
Let (M, H, J, P^) be a standard form and ^ be the unique unit cyclic and 
separating vector in P^ satisfying 
^0 二 ( • 0^ I fo) 二 ^ • 
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Consider the following two imbeddings 
X ^ x^o, M ~^ H 
C — (-Cko), H •> M* 
Combining these two imbeddings, we get back the imbedding considered in the 
begining of section 4.1 and we have 
\x\\oo > \\x\\H = ||^ o||H > |Wll 二 ||^ fo||l = ||(.^oko)||l. 
Theorem 4.2.3 [12] The non-commutative L^-space L^{M] (fo) is the stan-
dard Hilbert space H with equal norms. Here, H is imbedded into M* as stated 
before this theorem. 
Proof First from [12] Lemma 7.4 we have the unit ball of M is closed in M*. 
The Hilbert space H is reflexive and satisfies 
M 二 MnM"* C H C E ( M , M , ) = M, 
Here we will make use of theorem 4.1.12, so we are going to check the two 
conditions (1) and � . 
For (1), Let ( e H with polar decomposition (cf. for example, [21, Exer-
cise2]) C = H C I , u e M, |C| G P � 
Define /^ : S ^ M, by 
/ cW - ^ " 2 - � ( D c p : D ^ “ ^ 
where cp 二 cj|(| 二（.KIO. 
Claim 1: /c e F ' (M;M*) and W0p ' = ||ClU • 
Obviously, /^ is bounded and continuous M*-valued function which is 
analytic in the interior. 
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For z = it, t e R , 
f((it) = (p{lY^^-'*u{D(f:Dipo)tipo e Mifo 二 M 
and||/ (^zt)||oo = (p(l)^/^ 11^ (^^ ^ ： DLpo)t ||oo as ||x||oo = ||^ <y^ o||oo 
=(p(l)"2 ••• u, {D(p : D(fo)t are partial isometry. 
二 IIKIIk 
二 \\C\\H 
For z = 1 + it, t e E , 
/c(l + 2t) = if{l)-'^^-''u{Dip:Dipo)-i+t^o 
=(^{l)-^/^-''u(f{Dip:Difo)t 
and ||/c(l + it)||i - ip{l)-^/^Wuip{Dip:D^o)tWi 
二 ^ - " 2 | M l i 
= ^ ) l / 2 
=IICIU 
Hence, we have established the claim. 
Claim 2 M l ) = K I M . 
For any x e M, we have 
{fcm (^) = ^(1)'/'-^^ {u{D^:D^o)t^o) {x) 
= 洲 " 2 “ > ( 御 ： 御 0 ) 力 卯 0 ) 
= ^ l / 2 - , Z < o 6 K 0 ) 
( / 4 ) ) w = (XUAJ,(J,6I6) 
=(^^lCl I fo) 
= ( ^ C U o ) 
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Hence, f � s a t i s f i e s (1). 
For (2), take arbitrary element g G Fo(M;M*), then g{z) is of the form 
g'(z)(fQ with 
N 
g'{z) 二 exp(Az2) y^exp(An z) Xn 
n=l 
where A > 0;An G R and Xn G M (not imbedded into M^). 
For each ^ G H , we consider f � a s in the first part of the proof and set 
H{z) = {fc{z)) {g'{l-zy) z G 5. 
Then 
N 
H{z) = expA(l-z)2^expA,(l-z)(/cW)(<) 
n=l 
Hence, H{z) is a numerical function which is bounded, continuous, analytic in 
the interior as so is / ( . 
Claim 1 丨丑⑷丨 < ||^||F ||/cllF' = IKIklMlF z ^ S. 
For any z — 1 + it, t e M, we have 
H{l + it) = (/c(l + it)) {g'{ity) 
\H{l^it)\ < ||/c(l + 2t)||, ||^'(i^)*||oo 
= W f c { l + it)WiWg'{it)Woo 
= | / c ( l + i t ) | | i lW{it) </^ o||oo 
二 ||/c(l+Zt)||i||^(zt)||oo 
< ll/d[F' yWr 
For any z — it, t G M，we have 
H{it) 二 {fdit)){g'{l^ity) 
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As f � e jP'(M;M*), f^{it) is of the form 
鹏=f'{it) ifo 
where f{it) G M ( n o t inbedded into M* ). 
Hence, we have 
\H{it)\ = lif{it) ^o){g'{i^itr)l 
=l<Po(g'(i + itrf(^t))l 
= 丨 仰 ( f ' m * "'(1+均，)I ... M^*) 二 ^ 
=1("'(1+均仰）（/'(沟*)| 
< ||p'(l+2t) ^o||l|im*||oc 
= | | ^ ( l + 2t)||l||/'(it)||oo 
< IMIII/cll 
We have established the claim. 
For z 二 I , 
^ ) | = 1 ( ^ ¾ ("'(臺)*) 
< ||C||i/ ||^||F 
but /c(^) = (-C|eo) 
. . . ( 似 臺 ) ) K ) * ) = ("'(•)*。。） 
= ( 小 ( 臺 ) 6 ) 
i.e. (c ^ ' ( ^ f o ) < IICIklbllF VC e H 
... g ' (b^o < ||"||F 
^ H 
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As g'{^^o) G H is identified with 
( y ( ^ K o K o ) = 9'{\)^o = 9il) 
So, we have \\g{^) Wn < |M . 
A trivial modification of the above argument shows that the desired inequal-
ity (2) holds also for g G Span [Fo(M; M*)] ； so we are done. 
Making use of Theorem 4.2.3 and standard results (for examples: the re-
iteration theorem and theorem 4.1.14 in section 4.1 above) in the theory of 
interpolation spaces, it is not very difficult to establish the next result; for full 
details, please refer to [12 . 
Theorem 4.2.4 [12] For each 1 < p < oo，L^[M] ^po) is unifomrly convex. 
We can derive the Clarkson's and McCarthy's inequality in LP{M] (fo) and 
also their converse.For details please refer to [12]. Also, for the independent of 
choice of (po, please refer to [12 . 
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4.3 LP spaces with respect to a normal faithful 
semifinite weight 
In this section we shall construct, according to M. Terp [22] and by the method of 
interpolation space theory, L^ spaces with respect to a normal faithful semifinite 
weight (f on a von Neumann algebra, which is denoted by Vp. We will use the 
following standard notations in modular theory: 
n^ = { X e M I if{x*x) < 00 } 
m^ = Span{ y*x | x, y e n^ } = Span{ x G M+ | ^{x) < 00 } 
H^ p be the Hilbert space completion of n^ 
A^ be the canonical injection of n^ into H^. 
7T^  be the canonical represntation of M on H^ 
A^ be the modular operator with respect to p^. 
J^ be the isometric involution in H^ associate with ^ . 
(crf )teR be the modular automorphism group of M associated with (p. 
In the following, we will first define a subspace L of M and imbed it into 
M* ( L is the "intersection" of M and M^). We then show that M and M* 
can be continuously embedded into the dual L* of L. Hence, M and M* is 
compatible and we can apply the complex interpolation method to obtain the 
non-commutative L^ spaces. 
Definition 4.3.1 [22] We denote by L the set of x € M such that there exists 
a (fx 6 M* such that 
< (f^, z*y > = { J 7 r { x y j A { y ) l A { z ) ) My,z E n^. (4.2) 
where < •, • > denotes the duality between M* and M, and (•, •) is the 
scalar product in H^ . 
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For X G L, we put 
\x\\L = max{ ||:r||, \\(px\\ } ‘ (4.3) 
Remarks 4.3.2 The above defintion is well-defined since m^ is a-weakly dense 
in M and (px is determined by the values in m^ . 
Based on defintion 4.3.1 and modular theory, we have the following simple 
results; simple proofs are omitted but can be found in [22] if necessary. 
Proposition 4.3.3 [22] L is a Banach space with the norm || • ||z^ . The map-
pings 
X h^ X : L — M and x i~> ^Px : L ~> M* 
are linear norm-decreasing injections. 
Lemma 4.3.4 [22] Let x, y, z, v, w e n^ . Then 
{j7r{xyjA{y)lA{z)) = (A(^*y)|JA(x)), (4.4) 
and 
{Ji^{w*vyjK{y)\K{z)) = {Ji^{z*yyjK{v)]K{w)) . (4.5) 
Proposition 4.3.5 [22] Let x G m^ • Then x G L . If 
n 




仏 = 5 ^ ( J ^ ( . ) V A ( t ; , ) | A K ) ) . (4.6) 
i=i 
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Proo f Let ¢{-) = E^=! (J7r(c0t)*JA(vi) | A(wi)) ； then ^ e M*. Moreover 
n 
< ^ , z*y > = J2 ( J7r{z*yyjA{vi) I Ii{wi)) 
i= l 
n 




= ( J 7 r ( x ) * J A ( y ) | A ( z ) ) 
The desired conclusion then follows readily. 
Corollary 4.3.6 [22] 
1. L is a-weakly dense in M. 
2. L is weakly dense and hence norm dense in M* . 
Proposition 4.3.7 [22] For all x, y G m^，we have 
< ^x，y > = < ^y , ^ > (4.7) 
Proposition 4.3.8 [22] Let x G M and 功 e M*. Then x G L with ^pa：= 
^ if and only if 
< ^y, X > = < ^，y > My € m^ 
In what follows we will first show a property of elements in L in 4.3.9 and 
give a characterization of the subspace M + M* of L* in theorem 4.3.15 . 
Then the section is ended with the definition of the interpolation space with 
respect to (p. 
Theorem 4.3.9 [22] Let x € L. Then there exists a net {xi)i^j in m^ such 
that 
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1. SUPi^7 W^iWl < 00. 
2. Xi — X a—weakly. 
3. \\ipxi 一 ^x II ~^ 0 • 
In order to prove the theorem, we need the following lemmas, of which the 
proofs can be found in [22 . 
Lemma 4.3.10 [22] Let S e R+ . Then there exists a net {ej)j^j of analytic 
element of M such that 
1. Ma G C ， V j G J : < {ej) G T ^ A n ; 
2. Va e C ， V j e J : II a^ {cj) || < exp[S{Imaf 
3. 6j ~> 1 strongly. 
Lemma 4.3.11 [22] Let ^ G M* and let {ej)j^j be a net in M such that all 
\ej\\ < 1 and ej ~^ 1 strongly. For each j G J, define 2pj G M* by 
i^j{y) = i^{e*yej) y G M 
Then \\i;j - ^ || — 0 . 
Lemma 4.3.12 [22] Let {xi)i^j be a || • \\L-hounded net in L, and let x e L. 
Suppose that || ipxi — ^x || ^ 0. Then xi ~> x a-weakly. 
Proof of theorem 4.3.9 Let 6 G R+ , take (ej)j^j as in lemma 4.3.10 • 
For j e J, put xj = </2 (ej)xaf/2 (ej)*. As af/2 (ej) e n^ n n；， 
therefore xj G m^. 
Form lemma 4.3.10 (2)，we have Vj e J , 
I xj II < exp[S{l/2f] ||x|| exp[6{l/2f 
=exp[(5/2]||a:| 
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For y G M，we have 
< ^Xi , y > = < ^y , Crf/2 (6j) I (J^i/2 {ej)* > 
=(场口八—�/2(勺)*) I JA (< /2 ( eJ* ) ) 
=(J7r(yrJ7r(x)JA(ej) I JA(ej)) 
=(J7r(x)*J7r(y)JA(ej) I JA(e,)) 
= ( J n { x r J 7 r ( y ) A { e , ) l A ( e j ) ) 
i.e. (pa：. {y) = (fa:{e*yej) y G M 
••• I {p .^ — ipx II ^ 0 by lemma 4.3.11 
Also, II (fxj II < II ^x II ||ej|p 
< II X^ I 
So, (1) and (3) holds. (2) follows form lemma 4.3.12. 
Corollary 4.3.13 [22] For all x, y G L, we have < 如，y > 二 < ^y , x > . 
In proposition 4.3.3, we consider the norm decreasing injections L n^ M 
and L ^ M*. 
We cow consider its transpose M n^ L* , _M* h^ L* given by 
Vy e M < X, y >L*,L 二 < W y , X > M . , M y G L 
VV^ 6 M* < ^，y >L*,L = < ^，y >M*,M y ^ L 
Note: 
1. If we consider M and ilf* as subspaces of L*, then L is exactly the 
intersection of M and M*. 
2. ( M , M^) is a pair of compatible Banach spaces. 
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3. If we consider the product space ( M x M*,|| . ||max) where || . 
\max = max{||a;||, ||^ ||} with the product topology by cr-weak 
topology on M and the norm topology on M*. 
Then L is (as a Banach space) isomorphic to the closed subspace 
{ {x, ^x) I X G L]. 
We will also consider the topology, called the cr — w/\\ • ||-topology in L 
such that a net {xi)i^i in L converges a — w/\\ . || to x G L, if and only if 
Xi ^ X cr-weakly and (fxi — ^x in norm of M*. 
Note that L is the a — w/\\ . |hclosure of m^ . 
Definition 4.3.14 [22] Denote by V the linear space of linear Junctionals on 
L that are a — w/\\ . \\-continuous on || . \\L-bounded subsets ofL. 
As V is a subspace of L*, we equip V with the norm ||. ||y inherit from L*. 
The fact that V is a Banach space follows from the following characterization 
of V as M + Af* in theorem 4.3.15. 
Theorem 4.3.15 [22] Let x ^ L*. Then the following statements are equiv-
alent 
1. X 6 M + M* ； 
2. X «5 a — w/W . \\-continuous, 
S- X e [ 
If X ^ y ； we have 
\x\\v 二 inf{||a;|| + ||^ || : x 二工 + ^ ^ G M, ¢) e M*} 
We state the following lemmas which are needed for the proof of theorem 
4.3.15; please refer to [22] for the proofs of these lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.3.16 [22] Let x ^ V and e G �• Define i|; : M — C by 
^|;{y) = x(e*ye) y G M. Then ^ G M*. 
Lemma 4.3.17 [22] Let x ^ ^- Suppose that for some 4> G M* (the dual 
Banach space of M), we have 
< X, y > 二 < ^，y > ^y ^ ^ ^ . 
>'^ ta'' >-«»<' 
Then there exists 4> ^  M* with \\ip\\ < \\^\\ such that 
y-^ 
< X, y > 二 < ^，y > Vy G L. 
Corollary 4.3.18 [22] Let x G M. Then x e L if and only if 3C > 0 
such that I < (py, X > | < C\\y\\, Vy G m^ . 
Proof of theorem 4.3.15 (1) => (2) : Suppose x =工 + ^ x G M,喻 e 
M,. 
Let {yi)iei be a net in L converging to y E L with respect to the a-w/ 
I . ||-topology. 
Then < ipy^，x > ~^ < ^y, x > and < • , yi > ~> < i|;，y > • So 
< X, Vi >L*,L ^ < X ， y � . and x is cr-w/ || . ||-continuous. 
Also, My G L , 
< X , y > 丨 S I < v^, X > I + I < V^ , y > 
< \\y\\L IWI + IHI l|ylU 
.'. |xlk < lkll + ||^| 
(2) =^ (3) : Obvious 
(3) =4> (1) : Suppose X ^ ^ . Then x is a bounded linear functional on 
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( ^ , I I - I U ) 
We identify L with { (x, (^ )^ ： x € L } C ( M x M , , || • \\max) • 
Then by Hahn Banach Theorem, x extends to a bounded linear functional 
^ on ( M X M*，II • Wmax ) such that ||^|| = ||x|k • 
Now idnetify ( M x M*，|| . \\max )* with (M* x M, || . \\sum) where 
|(^r)||snm = ||V^|| + ||rr|| V(^:r) G M* x M 
So, there exists ip e M* and x G M such that 
^ = {i^,x) and ||^|| = \\^ p\\ + ||a:| 
^y e L, < X，y > = < ^，�y,外）> 
二 < (V^,^), {y.^y) > 
= < i； , y > + < (fy , X > 
Viewing x 6 M as an element of V and apply lemma 4.3.17 to x —工 ^ V 
X-"W " ‘ ^ 
and ^ e M*，we obtain i|j G M* with ||^ || < ||^ || such that 
< X, y > - < 外,工 > =< ^，y > V" ^ L 
So, X = 工 + ^ e M + M^ and 
|:r|| + ||V^|| < ||rr|| + ||^ || = ||少|| = ||x||y 
Hence, x ^ M + M* and 
\x\\v = min{ ||a;|| + \\^\\ : x = z + Vs ^ € M, ip G M* } 
Notation 
1, Denote by || • ||oo and || • ||i the norms in M and M* respectively. 
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2. ^5 before let S = {z G C ; 0 < Rez < 1} 
> 
f : S ^ V satifying 
i. it is hounded 
ii. it is continuous on S and analytic in the interior, 
3. F(M;M*) = iiio. Vt G R ; f{it) e M and > . 
t h^ f{it) : R ~> M is continuous and bounded 
iiii. \ft G M ； f(l + it) G M* and 
t h~> f(l + it) : M ^ M* is continuous and bounded 
K Z 
4. For f G F(M; M,) put 
|/||F 二 max{sup Wf{it)Woo，sup ||/(l + 2t)||i } 
E E 
Then (jP(M;M*), ||.||厂)«5 a Banach space and \\f{a)\\v < ||/||F Va G 
S. 
5. Denote by Fo(M;M*) the closed subspace of F(M;M*) consists of those 
f which also satisfies 
(nz)o Wf{it)Woo ~> 0 , as \t\ ~^ oo 
(JM)'i ||/(1 + it)Wi ~> 0， as \t\ ^ oo 
Definition 4.3.19 [22] For each p G ] 1, oo[, let Vp be the complex interpola-
tion space corresponding to 1/p G]0,1[ i.e. 
Vp = { / ( �I f GFo(M;M. ) } 
and 
||x||v, = inf{ \\f\\F : f{l/p)=x, f e Fo(M;M.) } x G V^ 
In the next section, we will see that these spaces Vp are isometrically iso-
morphic to spaces L^{^) consturcted in Chapter 3 above for a normal faithful 
semifinite weight on the commutant M'. 
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4.4 Equivalence to spatial L^ spaces 
In this section, we will outline terp's ideas in [22] of showing the equivalence of 
spatial U space with the interpolation space Vp, defined in 3.3. Only a sketch 
of the proof of main theorem will be given here, and details can be found in 
22 . 
Throughout this section, let M be a von Neumann algebra with a normal 
faithful semifinite weight ip on it, ip a normal frithful semifinite weight in the 
commutant M' and d the spatial devirative 舞. 
First of all, we want to construct a linear and norm-decreasing injection from 
L into the spatial U space. 
Let a e L^(V^)，1 < p < oo, with polar decomposition a — u\a\. We 
define a seqilinear form Ua on 0D(H, ^) by 
" a ( e , W 二 ( | a m I l a ^ / V T y ) , ¢ , rj G D { H , ^ ) . 
Note that D ( H , � ) C D{\a\^ ^^ )： 
In [9], Hilsum shows that the mapping 
a H^  "a, 
is linear and injective. 
Theorem 4.4.1 [22] Let p G]l,oo\ 
1. For each x G L there exists a unique element jJip{x) G LP{^) with 
� �（ ¢ , v) = (iA2pf I d”�)，ve, ” e D{H, ¢) n D[d^). 
(4.8) 
And we have 
Wfip{x)Wp < | | 〜 | | " 1 工 | | " " , ( 4 . 9 ) 
where q 二 • . 
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2. The mapping 
fip : L — UW, 
is linear, norm-decreasing, injective and has dense range. 
To establish the theorem, we state, without proof, the following useful results 
which are borrowed from [22] and details of proof can be found there. 
Theorem 4.4.2 [22] Let q G ]2, oo:. 
1. For each x G n^ , xd}^^ is predosed and the closure, denoted by [xd}^^]， 
is in L^{i^) and 
|[zd""]||g < max{||A (^x)||，||x|| } . (4.10) 
2. The set of operators { [xd}/^] | x G n^ } is dense in L^{i^). 
Lemma 4.4.3 [22] Let p e [1, oo[, and a G i^(VO withpolardecomposition 
a = u\a\ and norm l.Fory,z G n^p, and each a G S, put 
F{a) = J u\ar . c/(i-a)/2z* • [yS^'^^/^] di|;. (4.11) 
Then F is hounded and continuous on S and analytic in S^. (Note that the in-
tegral in equation 4.11 should be interpretted carefully (thought quite naturally); 
for details, cf [22].) 
Proof of theorem 4.4.1 Let p G ]1, oo • 
(1) We show that the result holds for elements in m<^  first. Let x E m^. 
Then x 二 YJj=i Xjy*jVj for some n e N, Ai , . . . ,A^ € C, and yu • • • ,Vn ^ 
n^. Put 
n 
" .⑷ 二 Y^ Xjd'/'Py* . [2/产]• (4.12) 
j=i 
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Then by Holder's inequality and theorem 4.4.2, we have yip{x) G i/(VO and 
n 
""p(aO((，"）= ^ >^jJ^d^/2py*.[yjd^/2p]{^,rj) 
j = l 
=i>(M"2p]^_l/2pj") 
3=1 
= ' ( f > _ ) " " 2 y d l / 2 � ) . 
V j=i / 
Instead of checking equation 4.9 directly, we show it by proving that 
J b-fip{x)d^ < \\^.\\"'\\xf'\ 
for all b e L^W with norm 1. 
Let b G L^{i^) with polar decomposition b = v\b\ and ||6||g = 1. Put 
n p 
F{a) 二 Y^ Xj / —6r.(i(i—W/\*.[y_^d(i—� /2]#， 
j=i 
for each a G S. The boundness and continuity of F on S together with the 
analyticity in S^ follows from lemma 4.4.3. 
Through simple calculation, we can show that 
\Fm < 11<^� 
F{l + it)l < ||a;| 
Then the desired result follows from the Three lines Theorem [25 . 
For the general case x G L, we take a net {xi)i^j in m<^  as in theorem 4.3.9. 
Then one can show that (^ip{xi) )i^j is a Cauchy net in L^(^). and the desired 
results follow by passing to limit. 
For the uniqueness, we assume for some a G LP{^) "a((，") = 0, V f , " G 
D{H, ¢) nD(d"2p). By [9, Propositon 2]，we get !^此”)=0，Vf，" G 
D{H, ¢). Hence a 二 0. 
(2) Follows directly from theorem 4.4.2 (2) and equation 4.9. 
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Theorem 4.4.4 [22] Let p e ]1, oo[ and let q = p/{p 一 1). 
1. For each a G LP{xp) there exists a unique element Up{a) G V, with 
< Up{a), X >v,L = J a- / ig(x) d^|j, Vx G L. (4.13) 
2. The mapping 
� ： 糊 ^ V , 
is linear, norm-decreasing, and injective. 
Proof It is just considering the transpose of jJiq in theorem 4.4.1，and the 
observation that "p(L^(VO) is actually contained in V. 
Upto now, we have shown U C V where 
LP = ML'm 
is a Banach space with norm 
l"pWllp = IMIp， ^ ^ L^W • 
In completing this section, we borrow from [22] the following results. 
Proposition 4.4.5 [22] Let p G]1, oo[. Then Vp is contained in U and 
|xllp < llxlkp， Vx G Vp. 
Proposition 4.4.6 [22] Forp G]l.oo[, the unit ball ofVp is dense in the unit 
ball of LP . 
Combining the above results we have 
Theorem 4.4.7 [22] Forp e]l,oo[, we have 
Vp = L^ and || • ||^^ 二 || . ||^ • 
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